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Section 1: Introduction
Self-Assessed health (SAH) is a self-reported overall health categorical variable. It is usually measured via asking a single question to a respondent to rate how their overall health is on a fixed response scale. Typically the response scale range is 1 “very poor”, 2 “poor”, 3 “fair”, 4 “good”, 5 “very good”. There are variants to the SAH questions ranging from inverted, to different labelling of scales. Sometimes, it is also asked in comparisons to others or time such as compared to people of your age, or your health 10 years ago, respectively (Lee, 2014; Sturgis et al., 2001).

This basic and universal SAH variable is used to shape health care policies construction and evaluation such as: effectiveness of health intervention and resource allocation, measurement of health equity, monitoring societal health trends, and also as input to constructing other measures like Quality of Life, and substitute for lack of objective health measures (Sturgis et al., 2001; Lee, 2014). SAH is frequently used as it is simple to answer, cheap, easy to administer and in principle, its widespread usage allows it to be compared across studies and countries (Lee, 2014).

1.1 Motivation to study sources of biases in SAH ratings
The widespread use of this SAH variable warrants a deeper understanding of what the SAH variable actually represents, especially if it contains potential sources of biases which should be accounted for. Maddox (1973) states that “SAH clearly measures something more and something less than objective medical ratings”. Being a general and self-reported variable that goes through the individual’s perception, SAH variable is subjective in nature. This subjectivity is both a bane and boon.

The subjectivity in SAH is advantageous in containing much information which cannot be observed by the physician and has been postulated to contribute to SAH’s ability to predict mortality. Idler (1992) called for more research to explore what drives perception and subjectivity of the SAH variable which gives it this ability to predict mortality and morbidity. In response, studies on what constitutes SAH ratings have found SAH to contain both objective health information as well as being rich in subjective information like demographics, social economic advantage (Damain et al., 2008; Lee, 2014), sociological influence of social peer comparison (Fienberg et al., 1985; Festinger, 1954; Van Doorn, 1999; Idler et al., 2004), adaptation and normalization of illness (Groot, 2000; Van Doorn, 1999; Idler and Kasl, 1991; Wilcox et al., 1996; Mossey and Shapiro, 1992), family health history (Van Doorn, 1999), affective aspect of health such as general feeling of well-being, mood and level of energy (Kaplan and Baron –Epel, 2003; Worsley, 1990; Segovia et al., 1989), lack of illness and healthy lifestyle (Segovia et al., 1989; Worsley, 1990) and self-concept of health (Bailis et al., 2003; Smith et al., 1994; Crossley and Kennedy, 2002).

However, just as the subjective SAH variable maybe a carrier of many other useful information, it may also be a carrier of many sources of biases. Sen (2002) commented on the subjective perception of self-reported morbidity where one’s perception of own health may not be in concordance with doctor’s objective evaluation, potentially misleading health care policies. In parallel, SAH variable shares similar characteristics with self-reported morbidity measures in being self-reported and subjective, thus similar challenges.
Subjectivity requires perspective and it is both interpretative and interactive. Research cannot find the truth to a SAH rating but only provide a better educated informed nuance when it understands the perspective taken by the individual to rate SAH. Given the complex resolution of various subjective dynamics in assessing SAH, the final SAH rating reflects the significance of one’s perceived health.

To date, research still has not been able to establish a comprehensive view of what constitutes SAH ratings. Currently, even after controlling for the variety of variables and objective health measures, only 40% of SAH variation are explained by the determinants of SAH found (Baron-Epel, 2004; Lee, 2014). This limits the ability to accurately decode the actual perspective the individual has taken to rate one’s health. Studying the potential sources of bias in SAH and the cognitive aspects of SAH may aid in revealing the perspective taken by respondent in their SAH rating. This may help address reasons for discordance in objective versus subjective health measures. Moreover, better grasp of the cognitive aspects of SAH will lead to stronger discernment of sources of biases in SAH. Contrary to belief that all biases are bad, one can postulate the potential advantage for sources of bias to be part of the reason of SAH’s ability to predict mortality, morbidity and potential healthcare needs – as what is seen could be made by what is unseen. As such, understanding this sources of bias may allow for researchers to control for or model this factors to derive even stronger predictor of mortality, morbidity, longevity (Idler and Benyamani, 1997; Mossey and Shapiro, 1982; Lee, 2014) and health care utilization (Lee, 2014).

Furthermore, understanding sources of biases to SAH, also has potential to unearth new areas of exploration on determinants of SAH cleaned of bias that can be used to improve: health delivery (Hanita, 2000), more accurate health policy evaluations for better health care resource allocation to drive improvement in health for different population (Krause and Jay, 1994; Bago d’Uva et al., 2007), comparative studies of health status equality and equity across populations and countries (Bago d’Uva et al., 2007), studies on relationship between socioeconomic statuses with health for policy making (Lee, 2014; Mosca et al., 2013; Johnston et al., 2009).

1.2 Research question
This leads to 4 key research questions for this thesis:

- **RQ1:** What are the contextual influence that drives sources of biases in an individual’s SAH rating?
- **RQ2:** What are the sources of biases in SAH rating and what are they all about?
- **RQ3:** What are the implications of these sources of biases in SAH rating?
- **RQ4:** How to create a thought experiment to examine if the higher educated are more susceptible to wording and labelling framing effects of SAH, leading to under rating of SAH compared to lower educated?

1.3 Value and contribution
This thesis wish to serve as a catalyst for thinking more seriously about sources of biases in SAH ratings via inciting a deep dive appreciation into the cognitive and non-cognitive aspects of SAH ratings. Current findings on sources of biases in SAH are often multi varied, disperse and the biases may not be directly explored. The aim of this study is to consolidate these different sources of biases in SAH, discovered through different means and research motivations into a singular perspective of the individual having to
craft a SAH rating in survey. The thesis then proceeds to consolidate and frame the sources of biases in SAH ratings induced by this singular perspective. This cumulates in a systemization of the findings through construct of a 3 pathways framework to explore the sources of biases in SAH ratings.

1.4 Structure of thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: The context, theories, frameworks used for examining SAH are first discussed in sections 2 and 3. This is followed by an in depth exposition of each source of biases in SAH in section 4. Section 5 discusses implications and limitations of the study. The thesis closes with a thought experiment in Section 6 on framing effects, as a stimulus for thinking about new starting points for future research on testing for sources of biases in SAH. More specifically:

- Section 2: Describe the approach, source of information, derivation and selection of biases;
- Section 3: Introduce the theories and the proposed framework used to explore sources of biases in SAH in this thesis and assumptions. Theories in areas of: cognitive aspects of judgment and decision making, motivations and emotions that influences decision making, cognitive process of surveys will be explored. Jungermann (1983) classifications of three biases typologies (judgmental bias, representative faults, coping defects) will be used to frame the theoretical discussion. This is followed by an introduction and rationale of the proposed framework comprising three pathways of: 1. The health information (observed vs. perceived health information), 2. The individual (health experience vs. health expectation), 3. The survey (what is asked vs. what is answered), for exploring sources of biases in SAH ratings and assumptions used in this thesis
- Section 4: Explore each sources of biases in SAH ratings identified in this study through the three pathways framework. This thesis identifies seven sources of biases to be examined: Availability of objective health information, subjective health information, over confidence and optimism, self-concept, framing effects, social desirability, and satisficing. To facilitate a more structured discussion around the biases, this thesis will adopt the first stage of Keren (1990) debiasing framework which provides a guideline for identification of a bias through an exposition on the; environment; conditions, cognitive/ non cognitive process the induce bias; actual bias description; validity of the bias. These aspects will be considered and organically integrated in the depth discussion on each source of bias.
- Section 5: Propose a hypothetical thought experiment on framing effects
- Section 6: Discuss the implications of sources of biases on SAH ratings and limitations of the research
Section 2: Approach

This thesis conducts a literature review from research in SAH, self-report health measures, judgment and decision making, survey methodology, social psychology, cognitive psychology and method bias.

2.1 Landscape of sources of biases literature in SAH and health self report context

Currently, potential sources of biases of the SAH variable have been directly and indirectly explored in studies in 5 key manners, presented in table 1:

- Through contextualizing the cognitive aspects of answering SAH using cognitive process of survey methodology (CPSM)
  - Potential sources of biases emerging from understanding the cognitive aspects of CPSM
- Through cognitive process of judgment and decision making in health self-reports
  - Potential sources of biases emerging from reviewing the respondent’s judgment and decision making process in health self reports
- Specific biases being directly explored with respect to SAH rating or health reports
  - Potential sources of biases were set as hypothesis or derived as outcome of research on SAH ratings and health reports
- Studies on SAH subjectivity and what constitutes SAH ratings
  - Potential sources of biases were offered as explanations for the complexity of SAH measures
- Indirectly offered as explanation in observations of mortality studies and SAH reporting heterogeneity studies
  - Potential sources of biases were offered as explanations for SAH reporting heterogeneity

Each of these sources of biases will be individually explored in section 4.

Table 1: Potential Sources of biases in SAH and Health self-reports literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study type:</th>
<th>Potential sources of biases covered</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Journal/book titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b) Cognitive process of judgment and decision making in health self-reports</td>
<td>Satisficing, judgment heuristics like availability/representative/confirmation/affect heuristics, mood and emotions, priming effect, self-image</td>
<td>(Hanita, 2000)</td>
<td>Journal of Clinical Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interviewer effects, framing effects</td>
<td>(Crossley and Kennedy, 2002; Lumsdaine and Exterkate, 2013; Bowling and Windsor,</td>
<td>Journal of Health Economics, Journal of epidemiology and community health,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Specific biases being directly explored with respect to SAH rating or health reports</td>
<td>2008; Brewer et al., 2004; Greene et al, 2014; Baron-Epel and Kaplan, 2001; Sturgis et al., 2001</td>
<td>European Economic Review, Medical Care, Social Science and Medicine, UK Government</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisficing</td>
<td>(Bailer et al., 2004)</td>
<td>Medical Care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-concept</td>
<td>(Bailer et al., 2004; Smith et al., 1994; Scheter, 1993 +.0; Lee, 2014)</td>
<td>Social science &amp; medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bago d’Uva et al., 2008; Bago d’Uva et al., 2011; Greene et al, 2014; Pfarr et al., 2012; Idler, 1993; Idler and Kasl, 1995, 1991; Idler et al., 2004)</td>
<td>New York University, Leonard N. Stern School of Business, Department of Economic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Indirectly offered as explanation in observations of mortality studies, SAH reporting heterogeneity studies SAH methodology studies</td>
<td>Subjectivity or health information, social determinants of health leading to different health expectations, social peer comparisons, optimism, overconfidence via adaptation/ normalization of illness</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whilst many potential sources of biases in SAH are provided as explanation in studies on in observations of mortality studies and SAH reporting heterogeneity studies, as well as inferred from SAH subjectivity and what constitutes SAH ratings; studies on specific biases in SAH ratings and health self-reports are limited currently to include: interviewer effects, framing effects, illusion of control, optimism, over confidence, and self-concept. Beyond this, the most established point of view on potential biases in SAH ratings have been explored through the lens of cognitive process of survey - a field that emerged from the collaboration and synergy of cognitive psychology, survey design and statistics to develop the 4 stages of cognitive process of survey methodology. It is interesting to note the limited number studies
on this to date and most of which were internal initiatives not part of external journal publications. From the literature review table above, there appears to be a wide range of journals interested in issues of subjectivity of SAH ratings. Perhaps more research in the clear need gap for specific biases in SAH ratings to be explored directly, may be of appeal and relevance in these realms too. One other potential source to tap into for further understanding of source of biases in SAH is the area of measurement error and common method biases in behavioral research (Podsakoff et al., 2003; Viswanathan, 2005). Whilst these tend to be generalized for surveys, further research can be commissioned to examine its relevance and impact in sources of biases for SAH rating. Some of these have been explored and adopted in this thesis.

2.2 The literature review approach
This literature review builds on and synthesizes what is currently available. Additionally, complementing it with literature from cognitive aspects of judgment and decision making, cognitive aspect of survey methodology, common method bias and measurement errors. The consolidation, enhancement and alignment of the different perspectives hope to stimulate an overall better understanding of the cognitive processes of SAH ratings.

Furthermore, beyond being descriptive, an exploratory design approach where knowledge on biases and theories are used and integrated so as to gain insights of their relationship with SAH, is adopted. Findings are expressed in a 3 pathways framework for sources of biases in SAH; 1. The source (Health information) - observed vs. perceived health information; 2. The process (individual) - health experience vs. health expectation; 3. The outcome (Survey) - what is asked vs. what is answered. This distinct framework besides being more holistic, also has the advantage of an easier disentanglement of the various sources of biases for further research, prevention, debiasing and self-correction.

2.3 The selection criteria for sources of biases in SAH rating
The selection process for choice of sources of biases in SAH to be studied in the thesis are in accordance to its relevance. Fundamentally, all the sources of biases in SAH have to emerge from one of the 3 macro context of health information, the individual or the survey. Consequently, emerging terms, weak signals, explanations or potential biases were identified from literature in: SAH and its characteristics, specific bias exploration in SAH, cognitive aspects of SAH survey method, and self-reports of health (as reflected in table 1). Finally, there has to be sufficient research in these biases to allow for exposition of the drivers and conditions which will fuel them.

Based on this selection, 7 broad classification of sources of biases have been identified to be studied in this thesis: 1. Availability of objective health information, 2. subjective health information, 3. over confidence and optimism, 4. self-concept, 5. framing effects, 6. social desirability, and 7. satisficing. Drivers and conditions to sources of biases were derived from: readings on SAH literature and biases, inference through cognitive theories in areas of judgment and decision making and survey methodology.

The next section will introduce the assumptions, theories and framework used to investigate these sources of biases in SAH ratings and section 4 will deep dive to explore each of these sources of biases before discussing the implications and limitations in section 5.
Section 3: Theories, Proposed Framework, Definitions, Assumptions

3.1 Theories on Cognitive Aspects of Judgment and Decision Making

As answering of SAH question, is about the individual having to make a decision and judgment of their own health using information they have and providing a self-report, it is important to understand the cognitive process of responding to SAH surveys. To this end, a brief discussion on the cognitive theories in decision making ensues so that we can explore the potential cognitive challenges which an individual may face in answering SAH questions, its drivers and the coping strategies used to establish SAH, which may eventually influence judgment leading to source of biases in SAH reporting.

Herbert Simon’s (1955, 1957) concept of bounded rationality purports the observed reality of an individual’s decision making being constrained by limited information and cognitive power due to lack of time, money, energy and memory, resulting in non-optimal response in decision making which may violate invariant preferences assumptions (Simon, 1955, 1957; Mullainathan and Thaler, 2000; Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). This triggered the field of inquiry on the cognitive processes in judgment and decision making (Jungermann, 1983; Kahneman, 2003).

Kahneman and Tversky (1974) builds on this bounded rationality theory via introducing two key concepts of intuition and accessibility of information in cognitive process. Judgment and decisions can be made through System 1 thinking which is intuitive, automatic, gut driven, fast versus System 2 thinking which is slower, more analytical, deliberate, effort driven (Kahneman, 2003). The use of intuitive, faster system 1 thinking drives the need for easier, faster accessibility of information, and certain thoughts are deemed to be more accessible than others due to habits and frequency of usage. This need for efficiency from using System 1 thinking, together with the reality of the individual’s judgment and decision making being sometimes constrained by limited information and cognitive power, lead to coping strategies being engaged to access information more easily (Kahneman, 2003).

To aid in exploring these coping strategies, this thesis will use Jungermann (1983) three classifications of biases dependent on the source of coping strategies (Jungermann, 1983; Keren, 1990; Caputo, 2012). The first type are judgmental bias which involves the use of judgement heuristics in decision making that distorts judgement of probability, resulting in systematic errors (Jungermann, 1983; Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). When faced with complex task or task that requires effort, individuals may apply judgment heuristics defined as mental shortcuts, to substitute the target attribute in judgment decision, in order to ease the cognitive burden by promoting accessibility of information (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Kahneman, 2003; Keren, 2000; Caputo, 2012). These judgement heuristics primarily include

- **Availability heuristic:** Here is where individuals assign higher probabilities to events which are recalled more easily in memory due to recency or frequency of occurrence and use them for decision making. This lead to bias of overestimation of frequency of events and systematic error (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Kahneman, 2003; Caputo, 2012)

- **Representative heuristic:** This is about the neglect of base rate bias and people look the evidence that correspond with desired stereotype and may miss out contextualizing actual sample size or reliability of information (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Kahneman, 2003; Caputo, 2012). Example of these include people putting a higher probability to a quiet person being a librarian than a sales person, ignoring the base rate that there are more sales people out
there than librarians, or the thinking there is a higher probability of births if it is boy-girl-boy-girl-
boy-girl, than boy-boy-boy-girl-girl, when in reality the probability of next occurrence is 
independent and equal (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Tourangeau,1984)

- **Confirmation heuristic**: Individual seek and use selective information that confirms and 
supports their beliefs, expectations and hypothesis. Overall, being less critical to things 
consistent to one’s beliefs, but more critical and less open if it is inconsistent with one’s 
expectations. (Bazerman and Moore, 2009, pg. 28; Caputo, 2012; Dunning et al., 2004)

- **Anchoring heuristic**: Using what is previously set to influence subsequent decision and may lead 
to selection bias of information chosen to be used in decision making (Tversky and Kahneman, 
1974; Kahneman, 2003)

- **Affect heuristic**: The affect heuristic arises as most judgment are perceived to first stimulate an 
emotional response before more thorough analytical thinking takes place (Kahneman, 2003). 
The affect heuristic proposes that the feelings and emotions evoked serves as a mental short cut 
used for judgment and decision making, instead of use of analytical thinking (Slovic et al., 2002; 
Kahneman, 2003; Bazerman and Moore, 2009, p.g.9; Kahneman and Ritov, 1994), overall 
leading to bias due to emotional evaluation and judgement. The affect heuristic is classified as a 
judgment heuristic when feelings are seen to be a surrogate form of thinking (Kahneman, 2003; 
Bazerman and Moore, 2009)

In Jungermann (1983) bias categorization, the second type of bias arise from **representational faults** 
(Jungermann, 1983; Keren, 2000) where different articulations of a problem, leads to a different 
decision frame and may lead to a different end judgment. This is related to the same root cause of 
accessibility of information and how frames can serve to enable accessibility to specific information. The 
core idea is manifested in what Tversky and Kahneman (1981) termed as “**framing effects**” and in 
“Prospect theory” by Kahneman and Tversky (1979)

- **Framing effect**: Framing serves to highlight and promote accessibility of particular set of 
information, thereby influencing decisions. “A frame contains the decision maker conception of 
acts, outcome and contingencies” and can lead to inconsistent outcomes if the frame is changed 
(Kahneman, 2003). 3 kinds of framing were introduced by Tversky and Kahneman (1979, 1981). 
These theories on framing shows how presentation of choices in combination, in loss versus gain 
perspective, or from its ability to reassure a sense of certainty can eventually the final choice 
made.

- **Prospect theory**: The idea of Prospect theory was inspired by the workings of perceptual 
systems and its characteristics of being reference dependent, with utility being a carrier of loss 
and gain (Kahneman, 2003; Caputo, 2012; Jungermann, 1983). Prospect Theory is about the use 
of reference point to enable a perspective based on “changes”. It is based on the principle that a 
perspective based on “changes and differences” makes information more accessible than if the 
perspective was based on recalling the “absolute” (Kahneman, 2003). The theory propounds risk 
aversion in gains and risk seeking attitudes in loss leading to inconsistent outcomes (Tversky and 
Kahneman, 1979)

### 3.2 Theories on Non-Cognitive Aspects of Judgment and Decision Making
The third class of bias classification are called **coping defects** (Jungermann, 1983; Keren, 2000). Non-
cognitive aspects like **motivations and moods** may also influence final decision making. These aspects
are complex and beyond the scope of this thesis to present in details. Below covers the more relevant aspects of it to this study. More details can be read up on (Janis and Mann, 1977; Janis and Mann, 1982; Bazerman and Moore, 2009, Isen et al., 1978)

- **Motivation:** Decision making from motivational perspective takes on many aspects. It was initially discussed by Janis and Mann (1977, 1982) theory of motivation as a strategy in decision making. Jungermann (1983) quotes Janis and Mann (1977) in defining this as the use of emotions, motivations and potential *wishful thinking* in decision making under stress but generalized to decision making in general. An example is “defensive avoidance strategy where a person may procrastinate, make wishful rationalization for decision, or selectively inattentive to corrective information” (Jungermann, 1983; Janis Mann, 1982). Wishful thinking subsumed as a potential driver to motivation may also lead to making of decision based on *self-serving* information, leading to failure to assimilate and use relevant information pertaining to assessment of decision at hand, biasing results. The role of motivation in decision making is further explored in literature in Bazerman and Moore (2009, p. g. 85) where conflict between what we want versus what we think we should do may lead to “multiple selves” and preference reversals (Bazerman and Moore, 2009). Use of motivation in decision making can also create *positive illusions* where people view themselves and the world in a more positive light than is accurate (Taylor and Brown, 1988; Greenwald, 1980; Bazerman and Moore, 2009) and one may even re-write one’s memory to fit desired views (Greenwald, 1980; Bazerman and Moore 2009). This may lead to a sense of *perceived self-control* and over estimates one’s ability for self-discipline and control over a situation.

- **Moods and emotions:** Moods are erratic, not necessarily controllable, and influences decision making, resulting in a different outcome from a decision making through pure cognitive process. Self-evaluation can be influenced by transient mood states where positive mood also lead to more positive response and optimism about everything (Hanita, 2000; Isen et al., 1978). Good mood leads to increase reliance on heuristics, use of stereotypes and may bias decision making, in contrast, being in a bad mood makes a person more critical and less use of heuristics (Park and Banaji, 2000; Bazerman and Moore, 2009, p.g. 96; Caputo, 2012) Additionally, emotions can also affect risk attitude and anticipation of regret (Bazerman and Moore, 2009).

### 3.3 The Cognitive Process of Survey Methodology aspects in SAH ratings

Besides looking at the cognitive aspects of judgment and decision making, it is important to discuss the cognitive process of survey methodology. The study of cognitive process of survey methodologies is a field that have emerged based on collaboration and synthesizing learning from cognitive and social psychology with survey methodology (Fienberg et al., 1985; Tourangeau, 1984). There are two key reasons why it is essential to discuss the cognitive process of survey methodology. First, as SAH is executed through a survey, it will also be important to understand the cognitive elements with regards to survey methodology and how these may potentially impact sources of biases in SAH ratings. Second, in the limited but emerging studies to examine cognitive aspects of SAH ratings and health self-reports, the cognitive process of survey methodology has become a cornerstone for such exploration to date (Lee, 2014; Fienberg et al., 1985; Scheter, 1993; Hanita, 2000).
The emergence of potential bias in surveys due to its cognitive aspects was first studied through non-sampling errors in surveys termed as response effects by Bradburn (1983). The various potential cognitive effects were studied through the micro social system of an interview classified into “task”, “interviewer”, “respondents”. Cognitive challenges and influences included framing effects in the “task” aspect, interviewer effects in the “interviewer” aspect and social desirability, mood and emotion influence in the “respondents” aspect (Bradburn, 1983, p.g. 293).

Subsequently, Tougangeau (1984) more formally explored these aspects by creating a framework of the four stages of cognitive aspect in surveys, which is now the commonly used benchmark in this area of studies. The four steps for respondents to be considered as optimizing their response starts with respondents having to: 1. Comprehend and interpret the questions; 2. Access their memories for relevant information; 3. Integrate and making a judgment of the information; 4. Recording and reporting answer. The cognitive aspects that has been explored in the four stages of the survey process are primarily about how accessibility of information affects the types of information being used for comprehension, retrieval, judgement and reporting (Schwarz, 1999; Bradburn, 1983; Tourangeau, 1984; Krosnick, 1991; Podsakoff et al., 2003). Below gives a synopsis of the various cognitive aspects to SAH ratings within this process. A more in depth exposition will be carried out for each source of biases in section 4.

- **Comprehension stage:** How the question is asked sets the context. The role of framing and anchoring effect of question order sets the context for evaluation (Schwarz, 1999; Bradburn, 1983; Tourangeau, 1984). Wordings and labelling may create subjectivity in understanding of question such as being general question where one is unclear to rate based on: comparing health today with own health in other times (Fienberg et al., 1985; Scheter, 1993); comparing own health versus with others (Fienberg et al., 1985; Scheter, 1993); physical versus emotional versus mental health (Lee, 2014). Beyond this, the individual has to define their own health concept, which involves the trigger of motivation in judgment and decision making to comprehend the question (Lee, 2014).

- **Retrieval stage:** There exists cognitive challenges of recalling all relevant memories or information required for the decision making. Availability heuristic is used to aid difficulty in memory recall. Memories of high frequency or impact tend to be recalled more easily (Schwarz, 1999; Bradburn, 1983; Tourangeau, 1984). Extending to SAH, more extreme and less day to day health issues are more likely to be recalled (Lee, 2014; Fienberg et al., 1985; Scheter, 1993; Hanita, 2000). Framing and priming effect of question order or wording and labeling, drives anchoring and may influence eventual information being accessed (Lee, 2014; Fienberg et al., 1985).

- **Judgment and integration stage:** Limited cognitive power or lack of motivation due to time, energy, lack of incentives constraints one to put in best effort, are often evoked in the stage. Individuals face the cognitive challenge of many schemas reflecting beliefs on own health and having to integrate them or select own resulting schema for final rating (Fienberg et al., 1985). Hence, the individual may truncate information search through use of judgment heuristics like representative heuristics by activating motivations of self-belief/self-concept of health associated with stereotypes to short cut judgement process (Tourangeau, 1984; Scheter, 1993; Lee, 2014; Hanita, 2000). Again, framing effects can influence judgement by limiting or promoting use of specific information to be used for evaluation of SAH (Hanita, 2000; Fienberg...
et al., 1985) Additionally, priming of previous questions or external environment are postulated to also affect mood of individuals and thus their SAH assessment (Fienberg et al., 1985; Scheter, 1993; Hanita, 2000)

- **Reporting stage**: The individual is subjected to external environment and personal state of physical and emotional well-being in this final hurdle. Moods and external context like social desirability and interviewer effect can also influence outcome evaluation (Schwarz, 1999; Bradburn, 1983; Tourangeau, 1984; Lee, 2014; Fienberg et al., 1985; Scheter, 1993; Hanita, 2000). Finally, if one is faces fatigue and does not have the cognitive ability to access and process all relevant information or lack motivation to answer honestly, one will satisfice with just an acceptable response (Hanita, 2000; Krosnick, 1991). This is especially plausible in exposure to a long questionnaire (Krosnick, 1991). Needless to say, the ghost of framing effects continue to exist to the fourth stage of reporting to influence outcome of SAH rating (Lee, 2014; Fienberg et al., 1985; Scheter, 1993).

The above discussion highlights the conditions where SAH ratings may be subjected to cognitive processes that induces sources of biases. Whilst answering a SAH may indeed seem like a simple task, individuals may need to engage in more complex cognitive processes (Lee, 2014). Notwithstanding, answering SAH will at least require cognitive effort and the motivation to engage in the cognitive effort. Without which, judgment heuristics may get activated, biasing response. SAH ratings are also prone to be subjected to external moods and use of motivations in ratings. In summary, current literature has revealed emerging sources of biases in SAH ratings as: the prevalence of framing effects through all 4 stages of comprehension, retrieval, judgment and integration, reporting; the influence of use of motivations like self-concept of health in comprehension and judgement stage; the external environment and moods driving social desirability in reporting stage; the lack of will power and cognitive challenge resulting in the act of satisficing in reporting.

### 3.4 Introducing the framework used in this thesis

#### 3.4.1 The rationale for the proposed framework

This thesis will build upon the current foundations of cognitive aspects of SAH explored via the cognitive process of survey methodology. Whilst the current framework has strength in highlighting sources of biases in SAH in a logical and experiential survey process manner, it is constrained and confined within the four stages survey methodology process. This results in focus on the survey aspects and the individual’s role and the challenges they face within the survey process, as evident from the predominant but limited sources of biases identified through this process as: framing effects, social desirability, to a minor extent satisficing and self-concept. There exist opportunities for a more in depth and holistic understanding of sources of biases in SAH, if a more specific SAH context framework is being used, such as consideration of health information and health experience.

The objective of the proposed framework is to allow for a more flexible, yet targeted exploration of sources of biases in SAH. It brings advantages of: facilitating consolidation of sources of biases through a wider range of literature which directly explored the biases or indirectly used them as explanation for observations in related health self report studies as in table 1; more actionable findings on sources of biases where it is easier to isolate, identity, explore and correct each source of bias, compared to if it
was organically presented within the four stages of comprehension, retrieval, judgment and integration, and reporting; more in depth exploration of each source of bias and wider source of biases.

3.4.2 Introducing the framework
This framework is based on identification of 3 macro context in SAH ratings as separate pathways for sources of biases to emerge: the health information (the source); the individual (the transaction); the survey (the outcome). More effective exploration of the sources of biases in SAH ratings will require casting the individual in different frame beyond the survey process, to understanding their health experience, health information they are exposed to.

The complexity of this exploration stems from the fact that SAH is a “general” self-reported question. Being a “general” self-report question, it can be postulated the SAH take on the characteristics of four types of questions mentioned in Tourangeau (1984); factual and behavioral questions; questions that assess of awareness and knowledge of subject; questions on attitude and opinions towards subject; questions that call for reasons or explanations. It is interesting to note when an individual is asked “In general how would you rate you own health?” it is in fact requiring the individual to: have some facts on their health and behavior, needing to have objective knowledge about their health, express their opinion or attitude towards their perceived health, rationalize it. It is in this diverse nature of the concept of a “general” self-report SAH question that potential contradictions may emerge in the 3 macro context of a SAH rating.

- When the “general” question taps into aspects involving actual factual behavior or knowledge, it is analogous to use of observed objective health information and actual health experience
- In contrast, when the “general” questions takes on the aspects of one’s attitude, opinion or rationalization of own health, this will lead concepts of perceived subjective health information and health expectations

As such, the multi varied dimensions in a “general” self-report question may breed internal conflicts and tensions, giving rise to contradictions in the observed versus perceived health information, the individual health experience versus their health expectations. On the survey front, there may also be differences between what is asked versus what is answered.

This thesis addresses the complex mechanism of this general self-report SAH question and propose 3 pathways to sources of biases in SAH ratings.

A. The health information (the source): Observed versus perceived health information
B. The individual (the process): Health experience versus health expectations
C. The survey (the outcome): What is asked versus what is answered

First, the health information is the source of information that gets used for rating own health. Ideally, an optimal unbiased health rating can be achieved if objective health measures observed are equivalent to the individual’s perceived health. The sources of biases explored in this first health information pathway are: availability of objective health information, subjectivity of health information. Second, the individual is a carrier of these information which manifest as health experience and expectations. If there is no contradiction between how the individual experiences their health and their health expectations, then there may be lesser room for sources for bias in SAH rating to emerge from this path. The sources of
biases covered in this second individual pathway are: over confidence, optimism and self-concept. Third, the individual eventually expresses their perceived SAH in the survey and may face challenges making it difficult to accurately answer what is asked. The sources of biases associated with this third survey pathway are: framing effects, social desirability, and satisficing. Table 2 presents the framework used to explore the sources of biases in SAH in this thesis.

Table 2: Framework for exploration of sources of biases in SAH ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The principle</th>
<th>Pathway A: Health information (The source)</th>
<th>Pathway B: The individual (The process)</th>
<th>Pathway C: The survey (The outcome)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The sources of bias</td>
<td>Observed vs. Perceived health information</td>
<td>Health Experience vs. Health Expectations</td>
<td>Presentation vs. Answering of question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Availability of objective health information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Heuristics: availability heuristics&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Subjective health information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Heuristics: affect heuristics, anchoring heuristics, representative heuristic&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Biases: anchoring effect and insufficient adjustment, social peer comparisons, subjectivity, bandwagon effect&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Over confidence and optimism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Heuristics: affect heuristics, anchoring heuristics, representative heuristic, symmetry rule heuristic, prevalence rule heuristic&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Biases: survivorship bias, conjunction fallacy, self-serving bias, self enhancement, over confidence bias, optimism bias, illusion of control, anchoring and insufficient adjustment, stereotyping, loss aversion, endowment effect, social comparison, false consensus effect, above average effect, omission error, optimism, over confidence, self-concept&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Self concept</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Heuristics: availability heuristic, confirmation heuristic&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Biases: self-serving bias, self enhancement, social comparison, false consensus effect, above average effect, confirmation bias, omission error&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Framing effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Heuristics: framing effect, availability heuristic, confirmation heuristic, anchoring heuristic&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Biases: framing effect, response order - recency and primacy effect, question order effect, positivity bias, ambiguity effect, confirmation bias, feedback and learning effect, certainty effect&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Social desirability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Biases: Social desirability bias, interviewer effect, courtesy bias, acquiescence, evasiveness, mood&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Satisficing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Heuristics: availability heuristic, representative heuristic, anchoring heuristic, confirmation heuristic, automacity&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Biases: satisficing, status quo bias, anchoring and insufficient adjustment, emotional bias, consistency effect, mood, social desirability&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5 Definitions and Assumptions
The following definitions are used in this thesis:

1. Definition of a bias in SAH ratings:
   - What is a bias is tricky to define and there are many discussions around it. In this paper, the below perspective is adopted after consolidation of various definitions and contextualized in SAH ratings. A bias is about the use of irrelevant information and/or emotions and motivations and/or influence by moods driving wrong judgment/outcome (Kahneman, 2003) and contributing to different norms and expectations of health between individuals (Carr et al., 2001; Sen, 2002, Salomon et al., 2004; Dunning et al., 2004). Overall, it leads to a deviation from a normatively correct answer (Keren, 1990). Here the normatively correct answer will be one that fits rational assumptions. Biases in SAH may lead to invariant preferences and resulting in SAH ratings which cannot be compared across individuals, populations and studies (Kahneman, 2003; Salomon et al., 2004; Dunning et al., 2004).
   - A clear distinction of heuristic versus bias is made in this thesis. As in Kahneman and Tversky Theory in judgement and decision making, heuristics and bias: Heuristics are defined as principles, mental shortcuts used to substitute the actual judgement attribute to reduce complexity of task and assessing probability (Kahneman, 2003). To qualify as a labelled bias, the attribute will have to had engaged use of judgment heuristics, or non-cognitive aspects like motivations and moods, and through this process, results in the use of irrelevant information, emotions and wrong judgment

2. Definition of sources of bias in SAH ratings:
   - Sources of biases in SAH ratings in this paper go beyond identifying true biases to also include effects/heuristics/motivations/moods and conditions, violations which may / may not lead to actual biases.
   - Sources of biases has been selected to be the focus in this thesis and not the actual bias. This reflects the complexity of SAH ratings and its interconnectedness between various elements. Working on the level of sources of biases facilitates a richer tapestry to enrich and provide a context/ecosystem for future research in biases in SAH ratings.

3. Assumptions:
   - Lack of ill health is generalized and assumed to mean good health, although it may or may not necessarily be the case. Violation and relaxation of this assumption can lead to bias in SAH ratings. Pathway 2 on individual health experience versus expectations examines potential source of biases, if this assumption is relaxed.
   - SAH is often communicated as a general health rating at a point in time (not about future health). The researcher is unable to preclude and disentangle use of any future health fears or expectations in health ratings.
Section 4: Sources of biases in SAH ratings

The sources of bias in each of these pathways will now be explored, by considering the environment, conditions, cognitive/ non cognitive process that induces biases and the actual bias description as proposed by Keren (1990) in identification of a bias.

4.1 Pathway 1: The Health information - observed vs. perceived health information

4.1.1 The health information environment and conditions:

**Observed versus perceived health**

The SAH variable is a perception driven self-report variable. Different types of health information are used by different people to construct own SAH rating and an individual can tap into both objective and subjective health information in constructing this response. Observed health can be defined by its ability to be captured by objective health information. This means its measurement can be observable, even if it is not actually observed (Scheter, 1993). Self reports based on personal observation of own health conditions that can subsequently verified by physician is considered as an observed health from objective source of information (Scheter, 1993). Perceived health on the other hand includes various elements which creates a subjective health information dimension to SAH including aspect like: social determinants of health example education which may affect the type of information used and how people report health, social peer comparison, varied determinants of SAH, using an affective heuristic of a general sense of well-being about one’s health and influence of moods.

Ideally, one’s observed health corresponds perfectly with one’s perceived health to avoid potential sources of bias in SAH ratings from emerging. However, in reality, the observed health typically does not equal to the perceived health.

**Evidence of gap between observed versus perceived health**

Although research has found SAH to be strongly correlated with objective health measure (Lee, 2014; Idler and Kasl, 1995, Scheter, 1993), studies have also shown SAH rating to comprise many other subjective dimensions beyond the objective health measure (Damain et al., 2008; Lee, 2014; Fienberg et al., 1985; Festinger, 1954; Van Doorn, 1999; Idler et al., 2004; Groot, 2000; Idler and Kasl, 1991; Wilcox et al., 1996; Mossey and Shapiro, 1992; Kaplan and Baron-Epel, 2003; Worsley, 1990; Segovia et al., 1989; Bailis et al., 2003; Smith et al., 1994; Crossley and Kennedy, 2002).

Additionally, whilst research has shown that socio determinants of health like education and income are used in assessing SAH, a different nature of studies about impact of socio economic factors on health gradients reveal evidence of the potential difference between observed versus perceived health information. Social economic health gradient of income and education were found to be insignificant in its association with perceived subjective self report of health, but significantly correlated with observed objective health measures (Lee, 2014; Mosca et al., 2013; Johnston et al., 2009).
The prevalence of subjectivity in perceived health is also evident in reporting heterogeneity studies. The subjectivity in SAH measures, due to the use of perceived subjective health information, gets translated into reporting heterogeneity of SAH. Reporting heterogeneity in SAH ratings can be described as the systematic difference (under or over estimating) in the mapping of true latent health into SAH reporting of SAH rating for a particular sub group. Different sub groups can may interpret the SAH rating scales 1 to 5 and labels like “very bad”, “fair”, and “very good” differently. This results in differences in stated SAH across different sub groups even if their true latent health were similar.

Studies conducted revealed reality of heterogeneity on self-assessed health rating. Methods like anchoring vignettes (Bago d’Uva et al., 2008), identification of cut point shifts (Lindeboom and Doorslaer, 2004) and construction of health indexes for improved objective health measures (Pfarr et al., 2012) have been used to show evidence of reporting heterogeneity across various socio-economic, demographic and cultural factors (Pfarr et al., 2012; d’Uva et al., 2007; King, 2004; Zimmer et al, 2000; Meijer et al, 2011). Bago d’Uva et al., (2008) found higher educated tend to under report health in developed Europe. Heterogeneity also exist in income level, age, rural urban divide in developing countries like India, China, Indonesia (Bago d’Uva et al., 2007) and country cultural characteristics (Pfarr et al., 2012). Social peer comparisons, justification of economic circumstance, access to health information or even inherent optimism (Bago d’Uva et al., 2007; Bago d’Uva, 2008; Pfarr et al., 2012) have been offered as potential explanations for the observed reporting heterogeneity.

The gap between one’s observed versus perceived health, due to the use of objective versus subjective health information, leads to SAH rating representing a significance of one’s own health. The alchemy of the various subjective elements are so intertwined that perhaps, one can only accept the “subjective truth” as termed by Baillon (2015), of a SAH rating. This “subjective truth” of the SAH rating needs to be taken account of and one must be careful in interpreting results. The below section addresses the drivers and sources of biases in SAH that creates this gap in observed versus perceived health for the individual.

4.1.2 Drivers and Source of biases to SAH ratings: (Availability of objective health information)

Preferably, the use of health information that is objective, relevant and up to date may enable a more unbiased SAH rating. Nevertheless, objective health information may not always be available to individuals due to lack of access, or ignorance of the need for objective health information due to limited resources used to deal with other priorities in life or the lack of trigger to think about one’s health.

Availability of objective health information may be constrained and influenced by various socioeconomic factors such as social class, income, occupation, education, community, gender, age, access to technology, geographical access to medical care, which all influences the condition people are born grow, live, work and age (World Health Organization). Need for privacy, social stigma, economic ability
to afford health care, geographic inaccessibility to medical care/health check, lack of health care infrastructure and lack of knowledge are examples of things which may limit access to obtaining objective health information. With the lack of objective health information, information used for SAH ratings will be subjected to availability heuristic and may be subjective in nature.

4.1.3 Drivers and Source of biases to SAH ratings: (Subjective health information)

In reality, much of health information used for SAH assessment goes beyond objective health information like personal medical reports, to use of subjective health information. Subjectivity in health information comes from three key aspects: 1. the different definition and evaluation of good health status; 2. what constitutes a SAH rating to individuals; 3. Affective heuristic and influence of moods driving subjective perception.

1. Different definition and evaluation of good health status

Social determinants of health:

One way to understand how health information and its subjective assessment may be a source of bias in SAH rating, involves studying the determinants of SAH ratings. The definition and evaluation of good health may be influenced by the social determinants of health (Lee, 2014; Kawachi et al., 1999; Damian et al., 1999; Baron-Epel et al., 2008). Whilst SAH rating association with chronic illness and functional status like eating, dressing/undressing, going to toilets, walking, going outdoors are often found to be homogenous across studies, there are more heterogeneous findings with impact of variables like age, sex, marital status, education, social class, lifestyle habits on SAH rating (Damian et al., 1999). This heterogeneity of SAH in social determinants of health shows subjective health information being used due to differing expectations, understanding and evaluation of own health.

Social determinants of health like exposure to stress, social connectivity, unemployment, social support, access to transport, sanitation and technology shape subjective understanding and perception of own health via being the context for an individual to assess and form expectations of one’s health. Individuals may peg their own health and expectations with social peer group and community health (Fienberg et al., 1985; Van Doorn, 1999; Idler et al., 2004).

This can be illustrated by the SAH rating of a poorer person versus a wealthier, more educated person who has higher expectations of own health. The lower income individual may have constrained food habits, lack of understanding of what may constitute healthy eating, living in a community with poor sanitation, transportation, and exposure to violence, higher unemployment and lack of health care access, thus giving a lower SAH rating. Their richer counterpart may be more affluent, educated, have access to infrastructure, social capital, trust, a better quality of life, better access to health care, information through internet forums, better understanding of the health knowledge and more empowered for self-diagnosis through information, overall leading to higher expectations and ratings of own health (Sen, 2002; Damian et al., 1999; World Health Organization and Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, 2014; Lee, 2014; Kawachi et al., 1999; Damian et al., 1999; Baron-Epel et al., 2008).
To some extent, the influence of social determinants of health as the above, and social peer
comparisons create health expectations and norms in the community which can be associated with the
bandwagon effect where watching others leads to conformity in expectations and norm setting.
Subsequent, anchoring of their health state to this social context driven health norm may lead to
insufficient adjustment of personal reflection of actual own health state, as well as representative
heuristic where the individual may ignore base rates of there were more health/unhealthy people in the
population that was not associated with their social conditions. Overall, leading to social comparison
bias.

Personal threshold of health and health reference:

What constitutes good health can mean different things to different people, depending on personal
threshold and expectations. This leads to actual “good health” encompassing a wide range of definition
and degree of acceptability: being without illness, no restrictions in activities, physical and mental
health, “normal health” of having a slight cold and flu (Sturgis et al., 2001). With such a wide corridor of
interpretation, personal definition of good health is paralleled to a having make a choice between this
and that, having both, or neither. People may also not be aware of health issues which they may have
(Sturgis et al., 2001). Moreover, SAH is too “general” a health status question and individuals may not
know what frame of reference to take in rating SAH: physical, mental, emotional health (Lee, 2014;
Fienberg et al., 1985).

2. Constitutions of SAH ratings

Beyond social determinants of health creating subjectivity in health assessment, respondent’s rating of
“good health” SAH ratings also encompass other subjectivity drivers of health information: medical,
sociologic and psychological aspects. Studies on decoding what is used by the individual for their SAH
ratings. found SAH variable to contain subjective information like: demographics, social economic
advantage (Damain et al., 2008; Lee, 2014), sociological influence of social peer comparison (Fienberg et
al., 1985; Festinger, 1954; Van Doorn, 1999; Idler et al., 2004), adaptation and normalization of illness
(Groot, 2000; Van Doorn, 1999; Idler and Kasl, 1991; Wilcox et al., 1996; Mossey and Shapiro, 1992),
used of family health history (Van Doorn, 1999), affective aspect of health such as general feeling of
well-being, mood and level of energy (Kaplan and Baron –Epel, 2003; Worsley, 1990; Segovia et al.,
1989), lack of illness and healthy lifestyle like eating health and regularly and avoidance of illness
(Segovia et al., 1989; Worsley, 1990) and self-concept of health (Bailis et al., 2003; Smith et al., 1994).

This subjectivity is further complicated by the emphasis different populations take to assess own health.
“Non- Whites” tend to use health problems, versus “Whites” who use physical functioning to determine
SAH (Krause and Jay, 1994; Lee, 2014). Different aspects are also used to assess “bad health” versus
“good health”. Smith et al., (1994) examined constructs of self-rated health amongst 2000 women in
Australia aged 45 – 55 years old via its correlation with: beliefs and attitudes in health - such as attitude
towards aging, menopause; current health status - through “symptomatology”; health related behaviour
- like smoking, exercising, alcohol consumption and preventive health measures. Within this
examination, bad health was found to be associated with illness in current health status. Still, self-
perceived good health was less about the absence of ill health but correlates with socio demographic
factors like being older, divorced, widowed, working full time and preventive health measures like exercising, reflecting socio economic advantage and self-image.

3. Affective heuristic and mood driving subjective perception

The affect heuristic is activated sometimes as a mental short cut in the individual self assessed health process. Schechter (1993) used method of cognitive lab work and coding of open ended responses to develop a cognitive model of SAH. Schechter (1993) proposed model shows that health information used to evaluate health comprise two elements: cognitive aspect to SAH - actual knowledge of health conditions, daily health behaviour; affective aspects to SAH -sense of well-being and mood. Feelings and knowledge are ultimately reconciled and integrated to a final SAH response.

Furthermore, Kaplan et al., (2003) supported this by exploring three models of judging health: “biomedical or disease oriented”, “emotions or feeling oriented” and functional related. Their study showed respondents’ use of spontaneous emotional response on general feelings of health. “General feeling of health” – an affective variable was found to be very influential in subjective SAH rating with 76.2%, 67%, 62.8% of those who rated health excellent, good and sub optimal respectively stating its importance. This is in contrast to 55%, 29.3% and 79.4% of the same order for importance of objective health information in SAH rating derived from presence of disease diagnosed by doctors, treatments and medications on is one currently. Worsley (1990) and Segovia et al. (1989) also found the relevance of using general sense of well-being or general feelings of subjective level of energy to answer the question of SAH.

These affective responses are subjective in nature, and do not necessarily correspond to objective health measurements and may lead to emotional bias. An affective approach may also be less constant and presents challenge to accuracy of SAH rating as feelings change with time and if one compares health with sometime in past, own SAH rating may differ dependent on context (Andrew, McKennell, 1980; Smith, 1979; Fienberg et al, 1985)

Moods are may also be another potential source of influence on subjectivity of health information used in SAH ratings. In good mood, one may reduce the subjective weighting put on recent pain experience (Scheter, 1993). Good mood also leads to positivity bias in self reports of health (Hanita, 2000). The individual may also be influenced the effects on mood of previous questions, resulting in a positive or negative mood context for evaluation of SAH rating (Fienberg et al., 1985).
4.2 Pathway 2: The Individual – health experience versus health expectations

4.2.1 The individual health environment and conditions:

Health experience versus health expectations

Ideally, SAH ratings reflect the individual’s actual health experience and can be verified objectively. However, in reality, one’s health expectation rather than health experience may be used to rate SAH. This may arise due to actual lack of ill health experience, or if a person is unable to accept own health state and chooses to use personal belief of own health based on health expectation and may also potentially capture desired or aspired for health state. If an individual’s health experience equals to their health expectations, then there will not be sources of biases to SAH. Should there be a gap between one’s actual health experiences versus health expectations, and respondent reports health expectations instead of actual health experience in SAH, there may then be a bias to SAH ratings.

Drawing on health related quality of life studies which defines the gap between health experience and health expectations as quality of life (Carr et al., 2011), the gap may also be a source of bias for SAH ratings (e.g. a person with chronic illness may not see him/herself as having poor quality of life due to adaptation or own personal expectations of poor health). The line of thought serves well to be adapted to explore sources of biases in SAH rating driven by the gap between individual health experiences and health expectations.

In understanding what causes gap in experience and expectations, health experience is defined as an actual objective or observed health outcome that affects health status. Health experience, being objective in nature, can be used to support SAH being a continuous biological continuum concept of ranging from good to bad (Kaplan and Baron-Epel, 2003; Smith et al., 1994).

In contrast, using health expectations for SAH ratings may render SAH to be not continuous on a scale but each scale to involve different concepts of health (Kaplan and Baron-Epel, 2003; Smith et al., 1994). Health expectations may depend on the model where different aspects such as “medical, psychological, social, economic, spiritual” conditions are used by the individual to conceptualised own health (Larson, 1999; Lee, 2014). Additionally, it is also influenced by what the individual chooses to activate in rating own SAH. If the individual uses: 1. An enduring and static self-concept of health: rated using health expectations and self-concept of health. Actual changing health experience does not influence one’s ratings (Lee, 2014; Bailis et al., 2003), or 2. A spontaneous view of health: rated using actual objective health experience and own health expectations does not influence ratings (Lee, 2014; Bailis et al., 2003).

Two sets of evidence exist to show the disparity and gap between health experience and health expectations. Both sets stem from understanding what constitutes a SAH rating. The first set of study is about understanding if there are elements in SAH that are time invariant. Bailis et al., (2003) examined the use of an enduring self-concept or spontaneous health assessment to rate health. Their study found evidence of use of both enduring self-concept of health and spontaneous health assessment to rate SAH. This shows the existence of a gap between actual health experience and health expectation. The second set of studies examines if the elements that constitutes good (optimal) and bad (suboptimal) health in SAH ratings are similar. Kaplan and Baron-Epel (2003) found actual ill health experience and
symptoms to be factors to influence sub-optimal SAH ratings, versus “general feeling” and ability to function daily to influence optimal good health SAH ratings. The authors suggest this to indicate “personal evaluation of good and bad health to not be a continuity but two different concepts”. Beyond this, SAH ratings were also found to encompass factors of comparing oneself to social groups, which shows the use of health expectations and not just health experience in rating one’s health. Smith et al., (1994) conducted a targeted exploration to assess if SAH is biological continuum. The study looked at the differences in drivers between people who rate SAH better than peers versus people who rated SAH worse than peers. The intention was to use this construct to examine difference in factors used in rating good versus poor health. The findings indicate SAH ratings to not be a biological continuum but that good health and ill health are two separate concepts i.e. good health is not a mirror reflection of bad health. Whilst ill health were associated with ill health experience, good health go beyond not having ill health to include social demographic advantage and self-image. Reversing aspects of bad health is not in itself sufficient to guarantee good health though one may argue it is a necessary condition, vice versa. Overall, supporting ill health SAH ratings being associated with use of health experience but good health ratings being associated with one’s health expectations.

Triangulating the findings of these three studies: Bailis et al., (2003), Kaplan and Baron-Epel (2003) and Smith et al., (1994) provides support for respondent use of both enduring self-concept and spontaneous objective health measure to rate SAH, to reflect evidence that individuals as are not confined to only using actual objective health experience (reflecting use of only spontaneous objective health measures) to rate SAH, but also use of self - concept of health and health expectations. Overall, this use of health expectations and self-concept of health, beyond actual objective health experience explains the non-linear latent underlying utility of a SAH scale. Use of only objective health experience for rating SAH is more likely to support hypothesis of a linear biological continuum of good to bad health SAH rating, where there is an equal increment of the underlying utility as one moves up each rank of the rating scale i.e. the incremental health value the respondent put to rating of 1 to 2 versus 2 to 3 is equivalent.

Based on these studies what could potentially constitute health expectations include: social economic advantage, social peer comparisons, self-image, general feeling, ability to function daily, health improvement goals and health behavioral intentions. The below section will address the sources of biases that potentially lead to the gap between health experience and health expectation. In this particular instance, this can to some extent, be thought of as the drivers to health expectations.

4.2.2 Drivers and Source of biases to SAH ratings: (Self-concept)

What is self-concept of health and its role in SAH ratings?

Lee (2014) introduces the idea of viewing SAH as a form of self-concept of health. Self-concept of health is a more personal and internalized source of information used for SAH rating. It reflects a prior belief a person have about one’s health and allowing one to have a sense of continuity about one’s health (Borawski et al., 1996; Van Doorn, 1999; Schechter, 1993, Bailis et al., 2003). Using self-concept of health to rate SAH involves using one’s health expectation, instead of just using actual health experience. This implies use of self-concept of health in SAH as a potential source of bias in ratings as it may not reflect true health state. Self-concept of health has relevance and particular importance at the
stage of comprehension of SAH question where the respondent decides on which model of own self-concept of health to use to understand the question (Lee, 2014; Scheter 1993).

The psychological aspects and field of self-concept is complex and further understanding of this requires specialized knowledge and learnings. This thesis will draw only on some relevant top line definitions of self-concept for inspiration on what can be learnt, in defining a health self-concept in SAH rating. Most generally, a person’s self-concept is defined as “how an individual sees him/herself, how others actually see the individual, and how the individual perceives others to see him or her” (Rosenberg, 1981; Lee, 2014). Many other definitions of the self-concept construct exist and these can be broadly summed up as involving the below key characteristics for self-generalization: self-image, assessment of own areas of strengths and competencies, self-worth, personal value driven, comparisons of self versus others (Markus and Wurf, 1987; Eccles et al., 1989; Marsh, 2004).

To understand how self-concept of health can be used for SAH rating, these general self-concept characteristics mentioned are applied and captured in various models of health conceptualizations. Lee (2014) and Larson (1999) introduces four models of health conceptualization used for defining self-concept of health. First: the medical view of health where one uses actual health experience of ill health to form own concept of health assessment. Second: the WHO wholistic approach of health conceptualization which includes physical, social, mental well-being elements. Third and fourth: wellness and environmental model of health. Overall, these models allowed for broad based conceptualization of health beyond actual ill health experience and are differentiated by the degree of external context such as social, economic spiritual condition in influencing perceived SAH.

This literature review found only 2 studies with evidence of use of self-concept of health in SAH, of which one is more indicative than descriptive. A cognitive interview study carried out by the Questionnaire Design Research Lab at the US National Centre for Health Statistics to understand cognitive aspects of SAH ratings reported that the fast speed at which subjects were able to justify their “good” and “excellent” health ratings indicates the prospect for subjects to already have a preconceived notion of own health status - also known as self-concept (Schechter, 1993). The second more concrete study was carried out by Bailis et al., (2003) to explore what constitutes SAH status with the hypothesis that it mirrors the information a person have about their health and wellness, as well as reflecting the prior beliefs a person have of their own health identity termed as “enduring self-concept”. Their findings showed whilst spontaneous assessment of SAH driven by changes in health practice and objective health measures change do drive SAH ratings, “enduring self-concept” is also a significant part of SAH rating. This was evident from respondent’s SAH rating in 1994 accounting for 12% of total variance in their 1996 SAH rating.

Beyond these, study on use of self-concept of health for SAH are still nascent and primarily indirectly explored through discerning what constitutes SAH ratings and its subjectivity. In this instance, findings were in line with and reflect Larson’s (1999) health conceptualization models of use of medical, social, psychological, economic, spiritual conditions for health ratings. Studies have found SAH ratings to be influenced by aspects like social economic advantage, social peer comparisons, self-image, general feeling of well-being, ability to function daily, health improvement goals/ health behavioral intentions/
perceived control over one’s health from healthy living (Van Doorn, 1999; Idler, 1993; Kaplan and Baron-Epel, 2003; Smith et al., 1994; Segovia et al., 1989; Worsley, 1990; Bailis et al., 2003)

When does self-concept of health in SAH ratings get triggered?
To understand what may triggers activation of own health self-concept in SAH rating, the field of psychology offers some insight. Taylor and Brown (1988) notes that a person processes information like a “naïve scientist” who observes the world with lots of missing data, errors and bias. The cognitive drain or lack of information leads to difficulties in decision making which requires deliberation (DeWall et al., 2008). In this weakened state, Bargh (1994) introduces an automatic mode being triggered when one is unaware, seeking efficiency, or unable to control intent or outcome. Cialdini and Goldstein (2004) and Janssen et al., (2008) also advocate the role of automacity as a heuristic for efficient decision making. Automatic process include use of “familiar attitude, automatic evaluation and emotions, automatic trait, non-conscious behavioral mimicry” (Chartrand, 2005). In this instance, the automatic response triggers activation of one’s self-concept made up of prior expectations, beliefs or self-serving information as a coping mechanism and heuristic in judgement and decision making.

Relating psychology field back to SAH ratings, long surveys, difficult questions, lack of information on own health may deplete cognitive power, possibly trigger of an automatic response of using one’s self-concept of health as an affect heuristic and becomes default option used in SAH rating. Hanita (2000) refers to the use of personal values: medical factors (morbidity, life expectancy), self-image value (physical outlook, desired portrayal), social value (acceptance by society, role playing), effort value (lifestyle habits and initiatives) to evaluate SAH and eventually the most accessible set of personal values are used to assess SAH. Furthermore, it is found that information and memory that are ego centric (Greenwald, 1980), positive or assessed in good moods tend to be recalled and retrieved faster by the memory (Hanita, 2000; Greenwald, 1980; Taylor and Brown, 1998). One’s self concept of health can be postulated to be ego driven and self-enhancing, thus positive and more easily triggered as a heuristic for rating SAH.

Why is the use of self-concept of health a potential source of bias in SAH ratings?
The use of self-concept in SAH rating can become a tool which individuals use to maintain, create or defend one’s health status. Activating self-concept of health in SAH potentially leads to self-serving bias and sense of illusionary superiority. Literature in the psychology arena reveals this need to different and better than others to be emergent in five areas: recall of positive information about oneself more easily than negative ones (Taylor and Brown, 1988), marginalization of own weakness is as a common ailment to all people, but accentuate one’s strength as heroic and distinctive (Campbell, 1986), attribute success internally and failure externally (Marsh, 2004) prioritize things which they are more competent at, as being more important (Campbell, 1986), and see self in more positive terms versus how others see them or how they see others (Levinsohn et al., 1980).

Hence, adopting self-concept of health confines one’s perspective to own strength, positive belief about self and may lead to information neglect for a more balanced evaluation (Dunning et al., 2004; Fienberg et al., 1985; Bazerman and Moore, 2009). Self-concept of health to facilitate maintenance of positive
belief on one’s health via selection of context for social comparison was found by Kaplan and Baron-Epel (2003). Individuals may also elevate one’s status by creating a perceived advantage of own health versus others through one’s socio-demographic advantage and self-image (Smith et al., 1994). This is classified by Dunning et al., (2004) as the above average effect due to information deficit where the individual identifies self to be better than average and lack the competence to know when they are making a mistake.

Self-concept of health also has a **defensive nature** which permits a person to “transcend” their health problems by qualifying it with “but I am doing fine” (Borawski et al,. 1996; Van Doorn, 1999) also cues the existence of use of health self-concept in SAH. Moreover, once triggered, **endowment effect** (Bazerman and Moore, 2009; Tversky and Kahneman, 1978) through the preservation of one’s self concept kicks in, especially if one has fought hard to build a healthy self-image. Studies also found people’s needs to conform to one’s personal identity (Bénabou and Tirole, 2005) and being consistent in one’s portrayal of self through invariance of initial response given in an interview is an important part of this confirmation of personal identity (Burger,1999). Interestingly, the afflicted, depressed and ill were found to be more balanced and realistic in their construct of self-concept compared to the healthy (Taylor and Brown, 1988).

The use of self-concept of health in SAH rating is a softer and more humanistic, albeit potentially bias approach (versus objective health measures) to intercede goal attainment of desired health outcome or own self health image. This raises questions on how reliable and accurate is SAH in reflecting one’s true health status. Research on evidence and impact of the use of self-concept of health for SAH is currently limited, and much can still be explored to understand its relevance as a potential source of bias for SAH ratings.

### 4.2.3 Drivers and Source of biases to SAH ratings: (Over confidence and optimism)

Optimism and over confidence in SAH ratings can be defined as the difference in over rating of one’s perceived SAH versus an objective health measure of it. Both of these are potential sources of biases in SAH ratings that leads to a gap between health experience and health expectations. There are key two scenarios which may drive over confidence and optimism over one’s health.

- **Scenario 1:** One has ill health experience but has adapted to the ill health experience through normalization of illness and sense of survivorship and health transcendence, especially so in older, and people with ill health (Idler, 1993; 2004; Van Doorn, 1999; Wilcox et al., 1996; Carr et al., 2001; Leventhal, 1984; Borawski et al., 1996).
- **Scenario 2:** Lack of ill health experience leads to high expectations about one’s good health (Dunning et al., 2004; Kaplan and Baron-Epel, 2003; Smith et al., 1994)

In the uncertainly of own health state without information on ill health, one seeks to construct own perceived health experience via the use of surrogate information to replicate and make real what one imagined one’s health could be. Respondents may use information **anchors** like social peer comparisons, family longevity and normalization of ill health to assess own health (Van Doorn, 1999) leading to
representative bias (Kahneman and Tversky, 1972; Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Grether, 1980). The use of above stated health information forms the basis of perception of own probability of ill health, ignoring any potential base rate or prior of ill health that may exist, resulting in inaccurate judgement about probability of ill health in uncertainty. This, potentially fostering a false sense of security driving over confidence and optimism in one’s own health rating with the sense of “this ill health will not happen to me”.

Additionally, in the absence of ill health experience, the difficulty of proofing one’s health is good is substituted by evidence to show one’s health is not bad. This sense of illusion of control was introduced by Langer (1975) where “factors of skill situations (competition, choice, familiarity, involvement) introduced into chance situations cause the individual to feel inappropriately confident”. People fail to judge the lack of uncertainty and this gets expressed as what Langer (1975) termed as a “just world” belief, where good deeds begets goodness, vice versa, and everyone gets what they deserve.

Optimism and over confidence may occur when one have a healthy lifestyle and health behaviour and SAH ratings are seen to comprise health lifestyle behaviour. (Smith et al., 1994; Segovia et al., 1989; Worsley, 1990). One may also see own good health behaviour and healthy lifestyle as being in control of one’s health (Smith et al., 1994; Segovia et al., 1989; Krause and Jay, 1994; Kaplan and Baron-Epel, 2003). The greater the perceived control, the stronger the optimism and over confidence bias (Dunning et al., 2004). This sense of perceived self-control through healthy lifestyle behaviour may be more prevalent amongst younger than older respondents as older people tend to use health problems as reference for health ratings, but younger respondents are inclined to rely on health behaviours for SAH (Krause and Jay, 1994; Kaplan and Baron-Epel, 2003).

In the event, where no obvious ill health symptoms have emerge (irrespective of actual health state), individuals may be incline to be unrealistically optimistic about health risk and under rate own risk to physical disease compared to other people. It may also reduce the individual’s motivation to engage in further illness prevention like exercising and health checks (Dunning et al., 2004; Weinstein, 1983; Helweg-Larsen & Shepperd, 2001). Dunning et al., (2004) explains this possibility of unrealistic optimism being a source of bias in SAH through the use of four heuristics; 1. Symmetry rule heuristic: no illness and no symptoms of ill health is indeed about good health. However, over use of it increases probability of diagnostic error of serious illness with no symptoms, e.g. hypertension (Dunning et al., 2004); 2. Prevalence rule heuristic: some individuals see only rare unusual health symptoms as serious and common place symptoms like cold may be seen as mild and does to connote ill health (Dunning et al., 2004); 3. Stress-illness rule: Individuals may subjected to conjunction fallacy where one thinks certain conditions are probable than specific ones and misunderstand symptoms to correspond and attribute them to external events like stress or inconvenience instead of identifying with ill health, thereby missing actual cues of potential ill health (Dunning et al., 2004) E.g. having a headache, tiredness during exams, may be actual health symptom of chronic fatigue; 4. Stereotyping: One may think that specific health conditions are more associated with certain stereotypes e.g. cardiac diseases are more associated with men, thus when women have these symptoms, they tend to brush it aside (Dunning et al., 2004). Overall, lack of feedback in SAH ratings may also lead to confirmation bias (Dunning et al., 2004).
Another set of drivers to **optimism** and **over confidence** is **adaptation** and **survivorship bias** of having adapted and conquered illness (Idler, 1993; 2004; Van Doorn, 1999; Wilcox et al., 1996; Carr et al., 2001; Leventhal, 1984; Borawski et al., 1996). The sense of having conquered the illness leads to information deficit where the individual does not account for what they do not know about the unknown future or fail to see the power of fear and anxiety in shaping the future, as well as neglecting worse case scenarios (Dunning et al., 2004). Moreover, Individuals may also lower expectations of own health, as one comes into reality with ill health experience (Carr et al., 2001). Thus, under the influence of optimism, SAH rating to be better than what one’s health really maybe.

**Evidence of over confidence and optimism bias in SAH**

Optimism and over confidence in SAH ratings can be defined as the difference in over rating of one’s perceived SAH versus an objective health measure of it. This is can be detected in. Maddox and Douglass (1973) examined this issue of optimism through studying the incongruence of physician versus patient’s rating, or two different sets of attitude emerging from same group of ill health respondents. They found discrepancies in physicians’ versus respondents’ ratings with optimism outnumbering pessimism. 24% of people were found to over-estimate own health compared to physician’s rating. This was further supported by cases where the respondent’s health declined over initial period and yet 71% kept that positive SAH rating, compared to a lower physician diagnosis of actual health state. In contrast, only 23% showed under rating of own health even if physician indicated improved health.

In a Qualitative study via in depth interviews of 48 respondents aged over than 65 years old, Van Doorn (1999) found existence of two different attitudes of optimism versus realism amongst people who have the same objective health state of serious health problems. 57.7% of respondents were classified to be health optimist defined as on having one or more health problems yet classifying own health as excellent, very good and good. This is relative to 42.3% of respondents defined as poor health realist who rated own health as poor or fair, in line with actual poor health state.

Social comparisons is another area which is used to examine the presence of optimism in SAH ratings. Comparisons are often used for self-enhancement to make one feel “advantaged” (Van Doorn, 1999; Markus and Cross, 1990; Idler et al, 2004; Fienberg et al., 1985). Benchmark selected for comparisons differ across old versus young people, healthy versus sick people, and range from comparing with: other similar sick people, social peers, similar aged peers, and friends. Respondents identified as health optimist by Van Doorn (1999) were seen to make more positive social comparison of self versus others, compared to health realist who made more neutral or negative social comparisons. Breast cancer and arthritis also show those with these illness comparing self with others worse off to enhance health status (Idler et al., 2004).

In exploring how social comparison works across age demographics, reference group theory was applied to ask people aged 65 years old and above to rate their own SAH compared to others of their age (Idler, 1993). “Old-old” was found to be more optimistic than “young-old”, seeing their own health to be better than their peers. Kaplan and Baron-Epel (2003) studied subjectivity of SAH measures amongst 383 Israelis, aged 18 to 60+ years old and found healthy young people comparing themselves with their
friends and use general feelings of health to evaluate health status, versus older people who are unhealthy, tend to compare themselves with peers of their age to justify SAH ratings.

The difference between optimism and younger versus older people can be attributed to their points of comparisons and life experience. In contrast to younger health people, where optimism has to be proven by benchmarking with friends, and perceived self-control of health lifestyle for good health, optimism in older people reflects the individual’s journey in life, has a sense of rationality and being of a well-deserved reward to the older people. Optimism in older people are driven by sense of having conquered death if they live beyond typical family longevity age, normalization of illness and comparing own success with health versus other similar healthy/unhealthy peers (Van Doorn, 1999; Idler, 1993). Other reasons supporting old-old people to be more optimistic in their SAH rating is the adoption of a more accepting attitude towards life and living with less anger and fear of illness compared to the young-old (Leventhal, 1984)

4.3 Pathway 3: The survey – Presentation versus Answering of question

4.3.1 The survey environment and conditions:

Gap between questions asked versus questions answered

Question context may lead to a gap between what is being asked versus what is being answered. A respondent may be influenced by multi-faceted question context effects like: framing of the questions, external survey environment such presence of interviewers, as well as personal interaction and interest in answering of the survey (Lee, 2014; Crossley and Kennedy, 2002; Schwarz, 1999).

The interplay of these aspects may create a gap and lead to a difference between what is being asked, versus what is eventually answered. The section explores the various drivers to sources of bias in SAH ratings due to the different causes and outcomes of question context. Three key drivers to influence of question context will be examined: framing effects, social desirability and satisficing.

4.3.2 Drivers and Source of biases to SAH ratings: (Framing effects)

The way a question is asked sets what Tversky and Kahneman (1981) termed as “decision frame”. Survey and scale is a form of choice problem where different framings of the choice problem can lead to different outcomes. As in life, surveys and answering of scales often requires one to apply rules like - is/ is not, and logic like - up or down, more or less. However, in reality, survey responses may not be as straightforward. They are typically subjected to framing effects, which increases sensitivity to the context formed by the way the question is asked. Typical survey response frames which affects the question context include: wording and labeling, scale frequencies, question order, response order and range of scales (Krosnick, 1991; Krosnick and Alwin, 1987; Tougangeau, 1999; Greene et al., 2014).

Kahneman (2003) describes framing effect as something that influences the accessibility and salience of a particular feature affecting choice decision making, leading to varying preferences dependent on the frame of reference. Framing effects influence the respondent’s survey response experience. Framing cast the perspective of what is meant to be seen versus unseen and set about what Schwarz (1999)
termed as the “conversational process involved in question answering process” in helping respondents to interpret the questions and infer what is expected of them. Framing effects can also affect the respondent’s final response to the survey as they cope with limited cognitive power, imperfect information and the cost of thinking (Schechter, 1993; Schechter and Herrmann, 1997; Schaeffer and Presser, 2003; Toungangeau, 1999; Toungangeau and Rasinski, 1988; Sturgis et al., 2001; Schwarz, 1999; Krosnick, 1999; Krosnick and Alwin; 1987; Krosnick and Presser, 2010; Krosnick, 1991; Fienberg et al., 1985; Bowling and Windsor; 2008). Under the influence of framing effects, one may anchor on the frame and availability heuristic may get activated as a mental short cut, where certain information become more easily accessible and available to the respondent. This enables specific areas to be highlighted as a focus for the respondent in four stages of comprehension, retrieval of memory, judgment and reporting (as described in section 3.3.), thereby enabling efficient information processing and comprehension, and gets used as an anchor in answering SAH question.

The existence and role of framing in survey can best be convinced by adopting a deprivation technique of comparing two outcomes of the existence of framing vs its non-existence. This can be examined by using a potentially two extremes of framed versus unframed questions. An open ended question is good representation of a “question without a frame”. Putting the answer on a list to be chosen as response is a nice “framed question” counterpart to the fluid nature of an open ended question. Schwarz (1999) quotes Schuman and Presser (1981) study on questions and answers in attitude surveys, which shows evidence of spontaneous open ended questions yielding smaller total responses than if the same answers were given in a list for selection. The finding was attributed to the cost of thinking and “autobiographical memory recall”.

This section primarily seeks to explore the how framing may be a source of bias in surveys and self-assessed health ratings. As much of framing effects has been explored in the previous section 3.3, through the lens of cognitive aspects in the four stage survey methodology of comprehension, retrieval, judgement and reporting. As such, this section serves to highlight the various specific drivers to framing effects in SAH and to discuss which of these may be more relevant with respect to SAH ratings.

**Framing effects in SAH**
Framing effects in SAH ratings exist as the SAH question typically takes different variations. Sturgis et al., (2001) pointed out the commonly found variations in SAH questions; *no natural point of reference* - “How would you rate your overall health / How would you rate your general health on a scale of 1 to 5” (Health Survey for England); *time reference* - “Over the last 12 months would you say your health has been” (General Household Survey); *people reference* - “For someone of your age, how good would you rate your health?” (Health and Lifestyle Survey); *frequency“ scale, rating scale reference* - “Would you say your health is 1. Very good, 2. Good, 3. Fair, 4. Bad, 5. Very Bad” (World Health Organization) and “Would you say your health is 1. Excellent, 2. Very Good, 3. Good, 4. Fair, 5. Poor” (US Health and Retirement Study). Here, five potential different frames are explored for SAH ratings.

**Type 1: Wording and labelling**
Framing effects from wording and labelling in surveys is something that is widely discussed (Baumeister et al., 1998; Bowling and Windsor; 2008; Conti and Pudney, 2011; Crossley and Kennedy, 2002; Cronbach, 1950; Fienberg et al., 1985; Garland, 1991; Greene et al., 2014; Hofstadter 1985, p. g. 565; Janssen et al., 2008; Krosnick, 1991; Krosnick and Alwin, 1987; Lumsdaine and Exterkate, 2013; Matell and Jacoby, 1972; O’Muircheartaigh et al., 2000; Schechter, 1993; Schwarz, 1999; Sturgis et al., 2001;
Symonds, 1924; Schechter and Herrmann, 1997; Schaeffer and Presser, 2003; Tourangeau, 1984; Tougangeau et al., 1991; Tougangeau, 1999; Tversky and Kahneman, 1981, 1979; Weng, 2004; Worchester and Burns, 1975). Wording and labelling framing effects can go beyond language ambiguity and a random error, to creating frames that can cast the problem in a different light, skewing more positive or negative responses. The words and labels attached to a numeric value on a scale makes a difference and respondents do not select based on just a numerical choice (Lee, 2014; Bradburn, 1983; Tourangeau, 1984; Schechter, 1993; Schwarz, 1999). Schwarz et al., (1991) found using the same label of “not at all successful” to represent “-5” versus using it to represent “1” on scale of “-5 to 5” and “1 to 10” respectively, bring different meanings to the phrase “not at all successful”. Labelling “-5” as “not at all successful” connotes having actual failures in life versus labelling “1” as “not at all successful” has softer impact of not having any achievements.

There is strong evidence of wording and labelling framing effects in SAH ratings. An unbalanced positively skewed US worded SAH scale “excellent, very good, good, fair, bad” may potentially lead to additive systematic error (Viswanathan, 2005), in this case a positivity bias. Bowling and Winsor (2008) found people tend to be more positive on the US SAH scale in a study amongst 11,000 respondents, aged 50 and above in the English Longitudinal Study of Aging. Labelling of first response on scale as “excellent” versus “very good” on SAH rating scale tend to elicit more optimal (“excellent and very good” combined) response (41%) amongst respondents who were shown scale of “excellent, very good, good, fair, bad” versus those who were shown scale of “very good, good, fair, bad, very bad” (26%). Lumsdaine and Exterkate (2013) also examined word and numerical concordance in using two scale “very good”, “good”, “fair”, “bad” (WHO scale), “very bad” versus “excellent”, “very good”, “good”, “fair”, “poor” (US scale) by showing them twice. The impact of different wording labels was reflect in weighted average of 2.34 for the WHO scale and 3.03 for the US scale. 55.7% of the sample are word concordant and 30.6% of the sample are numeric concordant between the two scales.

Evidence of wording and labelling effect was supported by Greene et al. (2014), whose study showed the mean response score of differently labelled scales skewing towards a middle inflated response. However, the mean response score of both the scales were different; the mean response score of “very good, good, fair, bad, very bad” scale is 2.34 - between good and fair; the mean response score of “excellent, very good, good, fair, bad” is 3 – good. Baron-Epel and Kaplan (2001) also found wording and labelling effects in older people who rate SAH better when asked “compared with others of your age, would you say your health is excellent, very good, good, fair or poor” versus if they were exposed to the standard version of SAH question of “would you say your health is excellent, very good, good, fair or poor”.

Overall, the labelling of words can affect the set of sample considerations respondents use to edit their responses to connect their response to the correct answer category (Lee, 2014; Jylha, 1994; Tourangeau, 1984). However, research have also found two dynamics that limit the impact of wording and labelling framing effects. There exists a cushioning effect of gravitation towards “middle or average” responses: “good” rather than “very good”, and “very good” rather than “excellent” tend to be chosen (Greene et al., 2014; Bowling and Windsor, 2008). Second, wording and labelling effect is found to be less prominent in “sub-optimal” health range (poor/bad/very bad) and the increase of response category to “bad and very bad” instead of just “poor” on a scale does not encourage more negative SAH response or correct for the optimism bias (Bowling and Windsor, 2008).
Another aspect of wording and labelling framing effects revolves around how fully labelled and clear the wordings are. Scales that are fully labelled for all response categories were also found to be more reliable than scales that labelled only at the end points (Weng, 2004; Krosnick, 1999). Conti and Pudney (2011) studied the impact of partially (“1 - not at all satisfied, “4 - neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, “7 - completely satisfied”) versus fully labelled (“1 - not at all satisfied, “2 - mostly satisfied”, “3 - somewhat dissatisfied”, “4 - neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, “5 - somewhat satisfied”, “6 - mostly satisfied”, “7 - completely satisfied”) scales on job satisfaction and found large changes in response distribution between the two types of scales, with the biggest distortion recorded at points where the two scales were similarly fully labelled i.e. 1, 4, and 7.

Additionally, clearly labelled questions help reduce doubts and close the gap in response differences due to use of different frequency scales (Schwarz, 1999). Fluidly worded responses like “responsiveness to change of weather” leads to 75% of patients stating symptoms frequency of more than twice a month on a high frequency scale of “twice a month or less to several times day”; in contrast, only 21% had the same report when exposed to a low frequency scale of “never to more than twice a month” (Schwarz, 1999). However, more narrowly and clearly defined/worded labels like “excessive perspiration” leads to a smaller range of difference of symptom reporting of 8% between high and low frequency scales. (Schwarz, 1999).

**Type 2: Question order**

Question order effects are about the potential influence of prior questions in setting the context, influencing and ensuing judgment on later question response (Schwarz, 1999). People have multiple beliefs encapsulated in schemas formed about certain issues about their state of health (i.e. schemas are mental constructs or conceptual framework which people use to represent and understand various experiences. Different sets of schemas co-exist and the choice of schemas selected to be used in understanding experience or solving problems is dependent on what the issue is about). Prior questions can influence the choice of the winning mental schema being used via evoking an affective evaluation that lingers to secure the heuristic attribute for the subsequent SAH question (Kahneman, 2004; Schwarz, 1999). Preceding questions get assimilated/included or contrasted/excluded in judgement of subsequent questions (Krosnick and Alwin, 1987; Tourangeau, 1991; Bowling and Windsor, 2008; Schwarz, 1999; Lee, 2014).

Questions presented first have a first mover advantage and allow them to set what Schwarz (1999) later termed in his ‘inclusion-exclusion’ model as mental representations. In this model, question order framing effects provide context to aid relevant memory call through creation of “mental representations” by serving as information which is “temporarily accessible” but also subsequently becomes a “representative” benchmark which can be “assimilated or contrasted” for evaluation of one’s final response to the survey question (Schwarz, 1999). “Subtraction hypothesis” was also used by Tougangeau et al., (1991) to test question order effects of asking marriage happiness or general happiness first. Asking general happiness question after marriage happiness, results in a low correlation of 0.2777 with marriage. In contrast, asking general happiness first before marriage questions results in a higher correlation between the two of 0.545.

**Question order effect** has important implications on where SAH question should be placed: upfront for spontaneous response, or latter for learning effect and more cognitive thoughts. Bowling and Windsor (2008) studied the impact of question order effect on SAH rating by randomising two different sets of SAH scales (starting with “excellent” versus “very good”), shown twice to each respondent. Asking SAH after other health related questions was found to lead to more optimal (coded “excellent” or “very good”) SAH reporting. 26% of respondents coded “very good” when SAH question was asked at the
beginning versus 31% of respondents coded “very good” when the question was asked at the end. People were more optimistic with 38% rating optimal health (“excellent and very good”) when shown the scale after completing other health questions versus 33% when SAH rating was obtained upfront. The caveat was a lack of control group in their experiment, making it difficult to identify any potential bias of including two health status measures in a questionnaire (Bowling and Windsor, 2008).

In a comparable way, Lumsdaine and Exterkate (2012) using data from eleven European countries SHARE survey, discovered 41.8% of respondents changing their SAH response when first shown the WHO SAH scale before the US SAH scale, versus only 28% changed their SAH rating when shown the US SAH version first. The study was however not able to disentangle wording and labelling effect versus question order effect of this change. In another study amongst Australians, Crossley and Kennedy (2002) reported 28% of respondents changing their SAH rating when they were presented with the same SAH scale the second time after a set of health related questions. Learning and feedback effects due to question response order were also offered as explanations in both these studies. Thus far, current studies have found relatively strong evidence of question order framing effects in SAH ratings. Recommendations have been made on presenting the general SAH question upfront to get an untainted spontaneous view of own self-reported health status.

**Type 3: Response order**

Response order effect is about respondents not giving all response order equal consideration (Holbrook, 2008). Distribution of response is influenced by the order in which it is presented at the beginning or end as options to the respondent and items are both end of the scale tend to more likely to be chosen (Holbrook, 2008). Research has shown items read first to be recorded in long term memory versus those read last are in short term memory, resulting in activation of response order effect with both items are the beginning or at the end to be more likely to be chosen (Krosnick and Alwin, 1987).

More concretely, learning from studies on impressions, information flow and persuasiveness, Krosnick and Alwin (1987) theorized response order effect through the formulation of two outcomes of primacy and recency effects. **Primacy effect** gets activated when items that are listed first have higher probability of being chosen, whereas, items listed later have higher chance of being selected in **recency effect**.

**Primacy effect** is identified as being most prominent when: question is exposed in visual show cards, there is a long questionnaire, long list of responses to choose from (Krosnick and Alwin, 1987). One is perceived to have more cognitive resource of a fresh mind when interacting with information first presented, thus exposed to “deeper cognitive processing (Krosnick and Alwin, 1987). Krosnick and Alwin (1987) found clear evidence of primacy effect in an experiment with a list of attributes with regards to child qualities where attributes like “manners, honest, success, obey, considerate, interested, studious” that were upfront on the list more likely to be picked as the three most important qualities in a child, compared to when the list was presented in a reverse order and response margins between the two list are as big as 17%. Items in the middle like “clean, amicable, control” did not change much between the two orders of list. The primacy effect was shown only to be significant mainly amongst those with lower cognitive power (measured by education level and word test) and amongst people who have not formed a clear point of view on the issue (Krosnick and Alwin, 1987).

**Primacy and recency effect** has been attributed to the act of satisficing where respondents seek the first acceptable answer rather than processing all available for an optimal response (Simon, 1957; Krosnick and Alwin, 1987). Length of questionnaire or response list options may create fatigue and make it
difficult for memory recall, triggering an easy solution through primacy and recency effect (Krosnick and Alwin, 1987; Toungangeau, 1984; Hermann, 1995; Schechter and Hermann, 1997; Schwarz, 1999; Janssen et al., 2008; Baumeister et al., 1998).

The format in which questions are asked may also encourage response order effects. When questions are presented orally, respondents have less time to process the first question and more likely to fall into recency effect. In contrast, primacy effect was found to be more prominent when questions are presented visually (Krosnick and Alwin; 1987; Janssen et al., 2008; Baumeister et al., 1998; Schwarz, 1999).

This literature review has not found studies examining response order effect in SAH ratings. However, one can postulate the potential for SAH ratings being subjected to primacy and recency effect. Perhaps, this could be related to respondents’ lack of clear definitive opinion on own health state, depleting cognitive power and subjected to primacy or recency effect. Respondents may also be subjected to primacy and recency effect in SAH ratings from different modes of interview of visual self completion versus aural telephony interviews. Holbrook (2008) suggests questions where responses options fall along a scale such as “extremely likely, very likely, somewhat likely, slightly likely, or not at all likely”, the response order will fall into a logical order and can be examined by looking at distribution changes if scales was reversed from left to right, vice versa. Accordingly, further research can be conducted to examine the impact of rotation of response order and mode of interview on distribution of SAH ratings, signaling primacy and recency effects in SAH ratings.

**Type 4: Mid points and number of response categories**

The number of response categories offered on a scale provides a frame which may influence respondent’s ratings. Having a wide range of response options allow respondents to more accurately formulate and associated themselves to the relevant category, restricting potential loss of information (Cronbach, 1950). Scales with more response categories are also found to be more reliable than scales with fewer response categories (Weng, 2004; Cronbach, 1950).

Mid-points plays a more important role when there is a small range of response choice on the scale and is often a fail-safe option (Garland, 1991). Matell and Jacoby (1972) portrayed the framing effect of a mid-point through a substantial 20% of respondents picking the mid-point if presented a scale with small range from three to five points scale, but decreases to only 7% picking the mid-point when the number of response option increases to seven to nineteen in a scale increases. In so far as using higher order response scale as a tool to facilitate more accurate judgement, having more options do not guarantee a person’s ability to better discriminate as one may still be subjected to choice paralysis and one’s psychological ability to differentiate (Symonds, 1924).

Currently, the number of response categories framing effect is potentially less applicable to SAH ratings as it is typically on a 5 point scale with the exception of General Household Survey (UK, 1971 to current) which has a 3 point scale of how one sees own health in last 12 months ranging from “good, fairly good to not good”. However, findings by Green et al., (2014) on inflated “middle” response in SAH ratings, as well as Bowling and Windsor (2008) findings on smaller “ceiling effects” of scales starting with “excellent” versus “very good” can be starting points to think about the role of number response categories on SAH ratings.

Offering a bigger scale range to record self-reported health goes beyond facilitating respondent’s differentiation of health, to potentially achieve more standard sensitivity over the whole range of underlying health variable and decrease “ceiling and floor” effect where sensitivity gets lost at both
upper and lower end of the SAH scale between the choice ratings (Sturgis et al., 2001). Perhaps, SAH ratings can also prevent loss of information and convenient choice of mid-point by using the item root method (Oldendick, 2008), where questions are first streamed based on how one views own health, leaning towards good or bad side – and if good then it roots to “very good, somewhat good, or more towards good”, vice versa for choice of bad.

Type 5: Mid points and bi-polar scales
Rating scales are used as a prop to allow respondents to express their inclination and valence towards an appointed issue. Mid-points play a role not just dependent on the number of categories in the scale but also in bi-polar scales. Bi-polar scales can be described as scales with a mid-point that creates two symmetrical but opposing concepts on both sides. Numerically, an example of it can be a scale of “-2, -1, 0, 1, 2”. The role of mid points in a linear versus a bi-polar scale is distinctively different. Mid-points in bi-polar scales typically represents conceptual turning points such as from boring to interesting and may represent “indifference or ambivalence” (Schaeffer and Presser, 2003). This can serve to reduce the cost of thinking and help set a natural point of reference in a rating scale, otherwise non-existent in a linear scale (Groot, 2000; Schaeffer and Presser, 2003). In contrast, mid-points on a linear scale is subsumed within its range. For example, mid-point on a bi-polar scale creates a point of reflection from “boring to interesting”, whereas, on a linear scale, the choice changes to playing a more undefined role within a range “not interesting at all, to very interesting” (Schaeffer and Presser, 2003). Thus, in linear scales, one may postulate mid-points taking on a more neither/nor role, versus in bi-polar scales where its serves to entail an either/or representation.

This characteristic of bi-polar scale potentially imparts a sense of “pseudo certainty” to the decision making via rule of opposites: either/or, is/is not, and simple logic of degree of each side of opposites. A linear scale of 1 to 10, on the other hand, has no natural point of reference and is more ambiguous or uncertain in nature. Certainty effect may manifest from this framing. More research should be conducted in this area to understand the underlying motivation of this difference.

Linear scales without mid points have also been shown to overcome social desirability bias of trying to please the interviewer in product labelling research on packaged food (Garland, 1991). However, there have been mixed findings on whether the lack of mid-points instigate respondents to be more positive or negative in own rating across both bi-polar and linear scales (Garland, 1991; Worchester and Burns, 1975; O’ Muircheartaigh et al., 1995).

The potential role of such mid-points on a bipolar scale may be interesting to consider for SAH scales. Current SAH scale does not have a natural point of reference to aid response. Respondents express their health perception in a fluid manner based on own sense of health and understanding of the question. Inflated middle responses (Greene et al., 2014) may be one such outcome of self-created point of reference. Implementing a mid-point in a bipolar scale creates a different SAH rating experience, whereby the respondent will be influenced to think in duality and deviations from the mid-point. Although the actual SAH question may remain as “on this scale of -2 to 2 where -2 is very bad and 2 is very good, how would you rate your health in general?” – The existence of a mid-point 0 on this bi-polar scale indirectly reconstructs the SAH question as “how good or bad do you think your SAH is” in respondents mind, and that is used as the frame for evaluating own SAH. Little research has currently been conducted in this area to explore the opportunity for use of bi-polar scales in SAH ratings, its impact and advantages, and can be considered for future work.
4.3.3 Drivers and Source of biases to SAH ratings: (Social desirability)

Podsakoff et al., 2003 quotes Crowne and Marlowe (1964) on social desirability as “the need for social approval and acceptance and the belief that it can be attained by means of culturally acceptable and appropriate behaviours”. Social desirability effects in surveys may encourage subjects to rephrase their answers to meet perceived interviewers’ needs. Such inclination to present self in a positive light may lead to additive and systematic error (Tourangeau and Smith, 1996; Schwarz, 1999; Viswanathan, 2005).

Work on social desirability bias stemmed from Cronbach’s (1950) exposition of response set errors in surveys. The tendency to agree with a statement where a person is more likely to answer “true, yes, and agree” regardless of the content was coined as “acquiescence” by Cronbach (1950) and “evasiveness” where they are more like to identify with “uncertain, indifferent”. Social desirability bias were postulated to manifest as “acquiescence” and “evasiveness” in surveys (Bradburn, 1983, pg. 292; Green et al., 2014).

Social desirability effects can be triggered by various scenarios like: perceived lack of confidentiality and anonymity (Tourangeau, 1991; Smith et al., 1994; Aquilino, 1994; Paulhus, 1984), need for positive self portrayal due to social interaction between respondent and interviewers (Taylor and Brown, 1988), perceived socially undesirable or embarrassing behaviours in sensitive questions (Tourangeau and Smith, 1996), mode of interview (Locander et al., 1976; Richardman et al., 1999; Bradburn, 1983; O’Muircheartaigh et al., 2000; Aquilino, 1994; Cronbach, 1950; Brewer et al., 2004; Conti and Pudney, 2011; Crossley and Kennedy, 2002; Conti and Pudney, 2011), interviewer effect (Viswanathan, 2005; Taylor and Brown, 1988; Bradburn, 1983), affiliation and relationship building goals (Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004; Fehr and Schmidt, 2006; Engelmann and Strobel, 2004), and Pygmalion effect (Rosenthal, 1987). The below exposes each of these dimensions.

Confidentiality and anonymity
Social desirability has also been ascribed by Paulhus (1984) as one of “unintentional self-deception or intentional impression management”. When subjugated to disclosure of illegal, sensitive or socially undesirable behaviour, the subjects’ willingness to be open depends on reassurance of self-protection afforded by the degree of confidentiality of information and anonymity of responses (Aquilino, 1994). In such instance, impression management was found to be a more pertinent focus than self-deception in addressing social desirability bias in self-reports (Paulhus, 1984).

Positive self portrayal
As part of impression management, respondents are likely to engage in face saving, courtesy bias and power dynamics in enacting social desirability. The social interaction between the respondent and interviewer triggers adoption of norms and strategies to enhance positive self-concept for positive self-enhancement, making one look and feel better about oneself (Taylor and Brown, 1988; Swann, 1984; Bradburn, 1983; Richardman et al., 1999).

Affiliation goals
On another note, social desirability bias can also be motivated by an overly helpful behaviour of the need to please. Affiliation and reciprocity goals are used to gather approval from others to build intimacy in relationships (Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004). The interviewer effect and face to face mode of interview are also subjected to behavioral bias driven by the “Pygmalion effect” (Rosenthal, 1987) where people perform better when they are expected to do so.
**Sensitive questions**
Having to please and cover is more prominent in sensitive questions context. Sensitive questions are susceptible to interview mode and social desirability bias. Tourangeau and Smith (1996) describes sensitive questions as “being of a private nature, or one that raises concern if reported truthfully”. However, this aspect may be less relevant to SAH questions, as it can be generalized to be a sensitive question as such.

**Interviewer effect**
The presence of an interviewer in the survey can lead to interviewer effect. As the personal is political, the interviewer carries a personal identity and respondents may not perceived the interviewer just as in instrument who delivers questions. Instead, the interviewer may be viewed as being representative of particular socio-economic, demographic groups and encompassing particular attitudes (Bradburn, 1983, pg. 293; Viswanathan, 2005; Taylor and Brown, 1988; Bradburn, 1983). This sets expectations and respondents tap into what is expected of them rather than what is in them; health may become a cultural construct and response instead of an objective personal health review. Overall, driving systematic error in amongst some sub-groups (Bradburn, 1983, pg. 293; Viswanathan, 2005; Taylor and Brown, 1988; Bradburn, 1983).

**Mode of interviews**
Different modes of interview like telephone, face to face with interviewer, self-completion via mail vs, interviewer, and online computer interviews also influence social desirability bias (Locander et al., 1976; Richardman et al., 1999; Bradburn, 1983; O’Muircheartaigh et al., 2000; Aquilino, 1994; Cronbach, 1950; Brewer et al., 2004; Conti and Pudney, 2011; Crossley and Kennedy, 2002; Conti and Pudney, 2011). Answering sensitive questions through self-completion questionnaire reduces social desirability bias compared to interviewer (telephone or face to face) administered questions and closes the gender gap difference in reporting of number of sexual partners (Tourangeau and Smith, 1996). Aquilino (1994) showed “greater social distance” made available through use of self-completion questionnaire to provide confidentiality and elicit highest response of cocaine and marijuana drug use, followed by face to face interview and worse being telephone interviews. Richardman et al., (1999) conducted an extensive literature review, meta-analysis of these studies and an experiment on computer aided versus pen and paper self-completion. Their study concluded social desirability can be attributed to the physical or verbal presence of an interviewer. Presence of interviewer in survey also raises respondent’s consciousness of their external survey environment. In a job satisfaction study, Conti and Pudney (2011) found changes in distribution of job satisfaction when the question was asked by face to face interviewer versus via a self-completion questionnaire. The social desirability bias driven by response mode interviewer effect was especially pronounced in the presence of kids and partners. “Not in front of the kids” and “need to put on a good show” for the interviewer led to upward bias of job satisfaction and “need to maintain economic bargaining power, thus not showing too much satisfaction in front of partner” leads to downward bias in response of job satisfaction.

**Evidence of social desirability bias in health reporting**
Social desirability has been found to affect self-reported health measures such as over reporting of self physical activity versus objective health measures. Adams et al., (2005) regressed social desirability (personality traits) on difference of objective versus self-reported physical activity measurements and
found significant relationship between over reporting of own physical activity with social desirability (Adams et al., 2005; Greene et al., 2014).

Mode of interviews is another common method used to test for social desirability bias. However, there may be other confounding factors which cannot be disentangled, and at best there are associations between mode of interviews and social desirability bias. Crossley and Kennedy (2002) puts forth the possibility for social desirability bias due to interviewer mode - when the treatment group was asked their SAH a second time via face to face interview, versus first time SAH response via written questionnaire, the distribution of middle category (food) was reported less, signaling potential social desirability bias due to interviewer mode. However, the authors acknowledge potential of measurement error and learning effects.

Beyond assessing effects on an aggregate level, Brewer et al., (2004) examines the presence of social desirability bias in different interview modes by capturing person-level variable. Social desirability scores were elicited from a set of questions that links social desirability to a personality trait of low self-reports of socially undesirable behaviour. Although the authors found evidence of people with high social desirability scores reporting less health syndromes, there was no significant effect of mode of interview through examination of interaction effects (mail survey versus telephone interview) on social desirability.

The question to ponder is the relevance of social desirability bias for SAH rating. Beyond the potential of respondents being helpful and building affinity with interviewer leading to social desirability bias, what other characteristics of SAH rating would warrant respondents to be subject to social desirability bias? SAH rating, unlike other health measures on dieting, physical exercise, body perception, drug usage, is of a more general, less sensitive and private nature. Perhaps, the social desirability bias may be of lesser source of behavioral bias in SAH rating, compared to other sources of behavioral bias like over confidence, optimism, self-concept and framing effects.

4.3.4 Drivers and Source of biases to SAH ratings: (Satisficing)

Satisficing in survey can be described as an act where the individual is unable (due to lack of cognitive power) and/or unwilling (due to lack of motivation) to put in conscious effort to go through the four stages of cognitive aspects of survey (Krosnick, 1991; Anand, 2008) proposed by Tourangeau (1984) comprising: comprehension, memory recall, integration and judgment, and recording of response.

This literature review has found only one study on satisficing in health symptom reporting. Brewer et al., (2004) studied the presence of satisficing across two different modes of interview of phone surveys versus self completed mail surveys. Their study found evidence of satisficing as there were less symptom reports in phone versus mail surveys. Moreover, the nature of symptoms not reported on the phone were milder symptoms, presumed to need more effort to recall.

Beyond this, satisficing in SAH has not been formally explored but offered as explanations to the potential cognitive difficulties respondents may face in going through the four stage cognitive process of survey (Sturgis et al., 2001). Greene et al., (2014) presents a time-cost argument for decreasing respondents’ motivations to pay attention to the question and satisfice by quickly answering and picking a middle response option.

As there have not been many formal studies to date on satisficing in SAH ratings, this section will explore the possibilities for the relevance and act of satisficing in SAH ratings. A key question to ask is - is
satisficing is a relevant source of bias for SAH ratings? SAH questions are perceived to be easy to answer, and indeed correctly so, as the individual live with their health daily and are aware of their health behaviour and experiences. Moreover, the SAH question seems sufficiently simple and manageable of just putting a rating on a scale of 1 to 5.

However, whilst it is not difficult to answer a SAH rating, it may still demand some effort from the respondent. The previous sections have shown some of the efforts which a respondent has to make as part of the SAH rating experience. In what is observed versus perceived health information, individuals may not have all the relevant health information to make an accurate judgement about own health and they may have to choose what type of objective versus subjective health information to use for rating SAH. This is followed by a need to integrate actual health experience with health expectations where the respondent has to engage in self-concept of health, perceived control over health and reconcile it with actual health experience. Finally, the respondent may have to deal with the framing effects of SAH question to decode how best to represent one’s resolved health state. They may also be further influenced by external survey environment like interviewer effects and moods.

Accurate rating of SAH is mainly dependent on the respondent’s is ability and willingness; Able: Have the information and cognitive ability to work through one’s health rating; Willing: Even if they had the cognitive powers, are they willing to invest the time and effort to decode the answer for themselves and then to report it honestly. Ideally, all the four stages of cognitive aspects of survey are properly thought through by the respondent to give an optimized answer (Anand, 2008; Krosnick, 1991). In reality, one may satisfice in answering SAH if no full conscious effort is made in engaging each stage, or if certain stages of recall of memory, integration and judgment of information are skipped for a quick answer.

Krosnick (1991) highlights the three conditions which nurtures satisficing. The potential inclination to satisf ice in SAH is dependent on; 1. The respondent’s ability to complete the task (the cognitive sophistication of the individual, their experience with the health topic and ability to consolidate and reconcile any conflicting attitude about one’s health); 2. The respondent’s motivation to complete the task (importance of topic to the respondent, sense of accountability for wrong or no response, actual enjoyment in engagement of thinking); 3. The level of task difficulty (impact of length of questionnaire and framing effects) (Krosnick, 1991; Anand, 2008).

Here, a tentative synthesis of challenges in answering SAH are sketched out using the four cognitive stages of survey. It provides rationale for further research in verifying role of satisficing in SAH ratings.

- **Comprehension of questions**: Respondents are required to have an understanding of health concept, decide which definition of health concept they are using and nature of health status (Lee, 2014). There may also be difficulty in answering a “general” SAH question (Sturgis et al. 2001). Framing effects may also affect understanding of response scale (Lee, 2014). Furthermore, mode of interview like telephone versus self-administered versus face to face can influence the amount of time pressure given to respondent for cognitive thinking (Schechter and Hermann, 1997; Tourangeau, 1999)

- **Recall of memory**: Respondents face various challenges to recall health events needed to rate SAH. In health symptoms recall: One tend to recall more prominent and not day to day health events (Schwarz, 1999; Schechter, 1997; Fienberg et al., 1985; Krosnick, 1991). Schechter (1993) suggest that retrieval of information on things like pains, aches are based on subjective weights respondents put on the factor. In healthcare consumption recall: People may be forgetful and
recall wrong time frame through telescopic memory (Bradburn, 1983). Inability to recall may lead to satisficing by using belief of maintenance of status quo in health from the past (Krosnick, 1991) and use of desired memory like family longevity and own healthy behavior for educated guess (Van Doorn, 1999; Schechter and Hermann, 1997).

- **Integration and judgment**: Fienberg et al., (1985) notes the difficulty of this stage for the respondent to make an overall judgment on SAH. The respondents have to integrate the different information of actual ill health experience, health lifestyle, own self concept of health, comparison of own health at other points in times versus comparing with others. All these factors may pressure the respondent to tap into availability and representative heuristic to satisfice and give the first available satisfactory answer. Additionally, Podsakoff et al., (2003) suggest respondents need to maintain consistency within self and the urge for portrayal of consistency may not truly reflect how they feel about an issue. External moods and affective emotions may also affect judgment and integration of information (Hanita, 2000; Podsakoff et al., 2003; Schechter, 1993). Positive moods are found to lead to positive evaluation of almost all aspects of life versus negative mood drives more critical assessment but its effect is unpredictable (Hanita, 2000; Podsakoff et al., 2003). Being in a good mood also lead to heavier reliance on heuristics and being less thoughtful or critical about one’s response (Park and Banaji, 2000; Caputo, 2012). It is important to control where possible for the mood of a respondent at time of response and how it may affect their health assessment and SAH ratings. Finally, If the cognitive requirements to integrate and judge health information is too much and depletes one’s self control and will power, respondents may lapsed into automacity and chooses to process information in a “mindless manner without careful consideration” (Hanita, 2000; Bargh; 1994; Baumeister et al., 1998; Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004; Chartand, 2005; DeWall et al., 2008; Evans et al., 2011; Janssen et al., 2008; Mullainathan and Thaler, 2000; Robertson and Barling, 2004).

The above highlights the cognitive challenges a respondent may face in self-reported health. Should they succumb to these challenges, compromise will be made fostering the below potential outcomes of satisficed SAH ratings. These satisficing outcomes have been defined by Krosnick (1991) in his seminal piece on satisficing.

- **Outcome 1: Weak satisficing** (Krosnick, 1991): The first reasonable alternative is picked by the respondent as an acceptable quick response. Note that weak satisficing of acquiescence is less relevant here due to the nature of SAH scale not being about agreeing/disagreeing but requesting a point of view on one’s health.

- **Outcome 2: Strong satisficing** (Krosnick, 1991): There are four possibilities of strong satisficing in SAH ratings. 1. Respondents gravitate towards “do not know” options, perhaps the parallel in SAH would be an inflated middle responses (Greene et al., 2014). 2. Respondents may also choose to maintain status quo of health. 3. Respondents randomly chose options if there are no feedback or repercussions on them. 4. Lack of differentiation in outcome between questions with the same rating scales. (E.g. If SAH was asked at the end of the questionnaire after a series of health related question with similar scale of 1 to 5). Use of similar rating scales across questions although efficient for the researcher, may encourage satisficing where respondents give the same response across all questions with same rating scale (Krosnick, 1999).
Section 5: Proposed experiment to testing framing effects

5.1. Introduction:

Motivation:  
Bago d'Uva et al. (2008) established differential health reporting by education level with higher educated under rating health compared to the lower educated, especially in the Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands in period 2004 – 2005.

The authors analysed data from WHO-MCS of respondents’ classification of their own health in 6 domains of mobility, cognition, pain, sleep, breathing and emotional health – an example of this is response to mobility question: “Overall, in the last 30 days, how much of a problem did you have moving around” on a scale of “none, mild, moderate, severe, extreme”. Additionally, they also had access to vignette ratings in a particular health domain representing different levels of difficulty. This approach was used to establish heterogeneity in reporting via identification of shifting cut points from mapping vignette description rating with self-reported health.

The research question and hypotheses:  
With this context, this thought experiment aims to explore if the higher educated are influenced by the concept of wording and labelling framing effects in the self-reported health scale leading to under rating of health compared to the lower educated. This thought experiment test the below two hypothesis:

- H1: There is wording framing effects in SAH amongst the high educated compared to the lower educated.
- H2: Wording framing effect may influence the high educated to under-rate health compared to low educated, reflecting pessimism of the higher educated.

The words and labels of a scale promotes anchoring heuristics, leading to ease of retrieval of particular information set by the anchor of words and labels (Kahneman, 2003). Such effects may lead to non-random systematic error (Viswanathan, 2005). Studying this potential wording and labelling framing effects will enable better understanding if it contributes as one the drivers to the heterogeneity in health reporting found in Bago d’Uva et al. (2008). Previous research by Bowling and Windsor (2008) have shown evidence that US SAH scale starting with “excellent” promotes optimism bias. In this context, we would like to explore if such potential wording framing effects may have affected the low and high educated differently, capturing attitude of pessimism or realism in the higher educated. This experiment exposes the higher educated to a positive US SAH scale as well to see if they still under rate health on such a scale. If the higher educated also succumb to under rating of the more positive US SAH scale, we may be able to explain Bago d’Uva et al. (2008) finding of reporting heterogeneity between high and low educated to be in part due to pessimism or realism of the higher educated. Overall, this also raises the need to take into consideration the choice of scales used for SAH assessment in interpretation and comparisons of findings.
The approach to answer the research question:
This thought experiment will highlight a possible way to investigate if one of the reasons for the heterogeneity found in Bago d’Uva et al. (2008) study is in part driven by the higher educated under rating health due to wording framing effects of the scale used to elicit six health domains SRH. We will illustrate how this issue may be examined via comparing responses to vignettes using a WHO labelled SAH scale of “very good, good, fair, bad, very bad” versus US labelled SAH scale of “excellent, very good, good, fair, bad”.

Whilst Bago d’Uva et al. (2008) study adopted the World Health Survey (WHS) scale of “none, mild, moderate, severe, extreme” for self-rated health in a particular health domain, which is different from the scale of a non-domain driven SAH, the effects of its word and labelling range may be seen to activate a similar response as a WHO SAH scale of “very good, good, fair, bad, very bad”. Similarly, if we were to construct a more positively skewed scale of SRH of a health domain e.g. “none, very occasional limitations, mild, moderate, severe”, this scale will likewise better correspond to a US SAH scale of “excellent, very good, good, fair, bad”.

As such, we postulate the higher educated may be exposed to wording and labelling framing effects of the WHS SRH health domain scale, i.e. if the response scale was labelled as “none, very occasional limitations, mild, moderate, severe”, there may have been lesser heterogeneity between higher and lower educated respondents. Using the parallels of WHS health domain SRH scale with WHO SAH scale, and a hypothetical more positively skewed health domain SRH scale with US WHO scale, we will seek to capture this by examining high versus low educated individuals responses to vignette using WHO labelled SAH (“very bad, bad, fair, good, very good”) vs US labelled SAH (“poor, fair, good, very good, excellent”) scale. We choose to explore this via using SAH scales instead of the WHS health domain SRH scale labelling, to support and further expound on this thesis role to flush out of sources of biases in SAH.

Contribution of this experiment:
Previous attempts to study this wording and labelling framing effects were often conducted with dual objective of examination of question order effects as well as framing effects. Both Lumsdaine and Exterkate (2013) and Bowling and Windsor (2008) exposed respondents to SAH ratings twice and randomly assigned either WHO SAH or US SAH scale as the first question. These studies provided empirical evidence of presence of wording and labelling framing effects, and these two scales are not interchangeable (Lumsdaine and Exterkate, 2013), with the US SAH scale showing more optimism bias but a lower ceiling effect (Bowling and Windsor, 2008). Validity and effectiveness of cross country comparisons of studies as well as detection of improvement of health status in follow studies will be affected by choice of scale (Bowling and Windsor, 2008; Lumsdaine and Exterkate, 2013).

This thought experiment contributes by using a different measurement tool of vignettes to assess wording and labelling framing effects. Vignettes have been used for identifying reporting heterogeneity and correction of reporting bias. It is interesting to assess if this vignette method can also be an alternative to current methods of using own SAH to identify wording and labelling framing effects. Furthermore, even if, previous studies showed the SAH twice by randomly assigning respondents to the US versus WHO version of SAH scale as the first, it may still be difficult to fully disentangle the question
order effect from wording labelling framing effects in those approaches as the respondents would still have been exposed and influenced by the initial anchor from the first SAH question shown to them. Here, we clearly isolate this issue to explore only the wording and labelling effects of a scale. This is possible as unlike previous studies, we will not show the respondents the SAH scale twice, but by using only one measure of rating of vignette. Respondents will then be randomly assigned to rate this vignette using with the WHO version or US version of SAH scale. In this exercise, we assume both assumptions of vignette consistency: “where the individual uses the same response scales to rate the vignettes and their own situations” and vignette equivalence: “where the description is perceived by all to correspond to the same state” (Bago d’Uva et al., 2011) hold.

5.2. The experiment design

Describing the sample
This survey will be using the LISS Panel. The LISS Panel consists of 4500 households, comprising 7000 individuals. The LISS panel uses a true probability sample of households from the population register by Statistics Netherlands. The experiment will be fielded as part of the LISS Panel Core online survey in August 2016 – September 2016. Respondents are incentivized for completion of the overall questionnaire as reward for work effort.

For purpose of analysis, we will only be using the responses of healthy individuals: who have coded self assessed health as 4 or 5 in the LISS Panel Core Survey 2014; non-smokers; exercises; aged 25 – 40 years old. The sample pool will ensure mix of low and high educated with low educated set at below 7 years of education. The restrictions of healthy respondents and use of a panel has two implications: 1. There may not be an equal number of low versus high educated respondents used for the final analysis; 2. Whilst power test will be conducted to check if we manage to generate the minimum sample, this is not assured as we are relying on a fix set of panel with restrictions. We will also provide a summary statistics comprising maximum, minimum, mean and standard deviation of the sample for key variables like age, gender, health status, household income, and ethnicity.

Describing the task
Demographics of respondents will be available from the panel, and not recorded in this experiment. This experiment involves only two questions: first involving an own self assessed health question, and second a rating of one vignette using either the WHO SAH scale, or the US SAH scale.

Question 1: Both high and low educated respondents will first be asked to rate their own SAH on a scale of 1 to 5 using the WHO SAH scale (assuming LISS panel use WHO version of SAH). “Thinking about your own health, how would you rate your health on a scale of “5-very good”, “4-good”, “3-fair”, “2-bad”, “1-very bad”

Question 2: A vignette representing a healthy individual adapted from WHO MCS survey, for example “Mary has no problems in moving around using her hands, arms and legs. She jogs 4 kilometres twice a week without any problems.” will be presented to the respondents. The same vignette will be used for all high and low educated respondents to reduce any possible confounders due to vignette descriptions.
This vignette will be explained to all individuals - that they are to look at this description and to rate what they think the health of this person is. Respondents will then be randomly assigned into 2 groups of those exposed to WHO SAH scale for rating this vignette, versus those using the US SAH scale to rate this vignette. I.e. Within high educated respondents, which scale the individuals will use for rating the vignettes will be chosen by random assignment. This is repeated for the low educated respondents. Respondents will be asked: “Overall, looking at this person in the description, what you think is the health of this person?” The response categories will be: for US SAH scale – “5-excellent”, “4-very good”, “3-good”, “2-fair”, “1-poor”; for WHO SAH scale – “5-very good”, “4-good”, “3-fair”, “2-bad”, “1-very bad”.

The experimental design rationale:
The key challenge in this study is to create a context for exploring if framing effects exist for higher educated compared to the lower educated, and if this framing effects result in under rating of health amongst the high educated reflecting pessimism. For this, we first need to establish both the premise for exploration and a control benchmark.

- This thought experiment adopt the following premise: High and low educated are both not affected by framing effects in WHO SAH scale, and they both rate the WHO SAH scale similarly.  
  - This premise is derived from deliberate selection of low and high educated respondents who both rate their own self assessed health on a WHO SAH scale as 4 or 5 in Q1 of this experiment, at the analysis stage.  
    - It is important to note that this premise is contrary to what has been found empirically in studies by Bago d’Uva et al. (2008) where high and low educated are found to use different “scales” with shifting cut points when rating WHO-SAH.  
    - However, this is suggested purely for purpose of analysis of potential wording framing effects in this thought experiment.  
    - Thus, any evidence of framing effects on higher educated will be based on the difference in US SAH scale rating between the low and high educated.

- Additionally, there is a further necessary restriction for this to work. We presuppose that the low educated are not affected by wording and labelling framing effects. The experiment will need to validate if this holds.  
  - In accordance to empirical evidence by Bago d’Uva et al. (2008) of higher educated under-rating WHO SAH scale compared to lower educated, this allows us to postulate that the lower educated may not be affected by wording framing effects on different US or WHO SAH scale.  
  - As such, if there are differences in US SAH ratings between low and high educated respondents, this difference implies the higher educated being exposed to wording framing effects.

- With the above, the control benchmark is set by defining a scenario and generating a set of respondents where there is no framing effects between low and high educated in one particular frame (taken as WHO SAH scale here).
This control is achieved by selecting only low and high educated respondents who both rate 4 or 5 on their own self assessed health in Q1 of this experiment using a WHO SAH scale.

We presuppose here that in Q2 of the experiment, both the low and high educated will rate this vignette similarly on a WHO SAH scale, especially since the vignette has been selected to reflect a healthy individual, and both the high and low educated respondents selected for the analysis are those who rate their own self assessed health in Q1 WHO-SAH a 4 or 5. The experiment will need to validate if this holds. This assumes vignette equivalence and vignette consistency assumptions.

This control will then allow for any subsequent wording and labelling effects in high versus educated respondents to be picked up by the alternative treatment US SAH scale frame.

Furthermore, if wording framing effects exist amongst the higher educated, we want to then assess if it causes them to under-rate health reflecting a pessimist mindset towards own health.

We investigate this by comparing the proportion of low versus high educated people rating health as optimal after rescaling and combining both WHO and US SAH scale response of “excellent/very good”. If the proportion of high educated people rating optimal health level on these two combine scales are significantly lower than low educated people, and the dual of bigger proportion of higher educated who rate health at sub optimal health level of “poor/very bad/bad” of the rescaled and combined WHO and US SAH responses are significantly bigger than the lower educated, we may conclude that high educated under-rate.

To ensure all variations in vignette scale ratings is attributed insofar only to wording and labelling framing effects, the key in enabling this, in addition to randomization of WHO-SAH versus US-SAH scale allocated to respondents in rating of the vignette, lies in three aspects of the experimental design:

1. First: Removal of possible confounders driven by individual heterogeneity (e.g. use of self-concept of health, optimism, subjectivity, even satisficing) which may influence rating on a scale, through the use of vignettes instead of individual SAH health for evaluation of framing effects
   - Use of vignette facilitates a common ground of evaluation amongst all respondents compared to use of an individual’s perspective on SAH. Its indirect projective approach helps to minimize these other possible confounders.

2. Second: Removal of any possible confounders that has to do with actual health state change which may influence rating on a scale, through selection of only healthy high and low educated respondents. As mentioned above, selection of only healthy respondents is paramount to this experiment, even if we were to conduct randomization of WHO SAH vs. US SAH scales for vignette ratings.
   - The importance and role of this healthy stock of respondents lies in the analysis stage. It helps us to achieve the condition that all respondents selected for analysis rate 4 or 5 on own WHO SAH in Q1, and subsequently postulate for both low and high educated to rate vignette WHO-SAH scale similarly. These are two conditions are necessary for the
experiment to establish if wording framing effects exist amongst higher educated in the US-SAH scale.

- To ensure healthy stock of respondents, only individuals who rated own WHO SAH rating as 4 or 5 in LISS Core Survey 2014 will be put in the experiment. We will also only use respondents from year 2014, to minimize potential health shocks or effects of any changes in healthcare system reform in the Netherlands between now and then. Additionally to increase probability of still being healthy, all respondents will be within narrow age band of 25 – 40 years old, engaged in sports (LISS lifestyle survey) and non-smokers (LISS health tobacco, alcohol survey).

- Respondents own WHO SAH rating in Q1, will be compared to their 2014 ratings, and we will eradicate individuals who have a different WHO SAH rating in 2014 with 2016 ratings. This is to ensure subsequent health ratings of vignettes do not pick up factors due to actual change in health state, but only due to wording framing effects.

3. Third: Getting healthy low and high educated individuals to rate on a healthy vignette, to extract variation only from wording framing effects.

- To capture wording framing effects of the scale, the experiment tries to minimize any potential subjective bias by using a sample of vignette quite close to the actual respondent’s health state. The vignette selected should be reflective of someone quite healthy. Following Bago d’Uva et al. (2008), healthy vignettes from World Health Survey (WHS); WHO-MCS will be used. Vignettes from other surveys such as SHARE or ELSA do not include healthy vignettes with the lowest level often starting with some mild form of health discomfort.

- Additionally, at the analysis stage, as the vignette selected for this experiment reflects that of a healthy individual, we will remove all outlier responses in vignette ratings, to ensure it does not taint the wording framing effects we are looking for (e.g. rate a healthy vignette as unhealthy).
5.3 Analysis carried out on vignette ratings using different US SAH versus WHO SAH scales:

The below comparisons will be made to examine the hypothesis. These are illustrated in table 3a, table 3b and table 4. 

- **H1:** There is wording framing effect in SAH amongst the high educated compared to the lower educated
  - The difference in higher versus lower educated rating of vignettes using WHO SAH (table 3a)
  - The difference in higher versus lower educated rating of vignettes using US SAH (table 3a)
  - The difference in WHO SAH versus US SAH scale vignette ratings for high educated (table 3b)
  - The difference in WHO SAH versus US SAH scale vignette ratings for low educated (table 3b)

- **H2:** Wording framing effect may influence the high educated to under-rate health compared to low educated, reflecting pessimism of the higher educated.
  - The difference in proportion of lower versus higher educated people in optimal health (“excellent/good”) combined WHO SAH and US SAH health rating of vignettes (table 4)
  - The difference in proportion of lower versus higher educated people in sub optimal health (“poor/very/bad”) combined WHO SAH and US SAH health rating of vignettes (table 4)

*The overall process for analysis of Hypothesis 1 will involve the below 4 steps:*

1. Establish if wording framing effects do not affect low educated. Establish if low educated rate the vignette on a US-SA scale vs. rating vignette on a WHO-SA scale differently.
   - This is achieved by examining if the proportion of low educated who rate “excellent/very good” in recoded US SAH scale for vignettes is significantly different from the proportion of low educated who rate “excellent/very good” in recoded WHO SAH scale for vignettes for low educated *(Table 3b: comparing 1’ and 3’).*

2. Establish if both the low and high educated rate the vignette on a WHO-SA scale similarly
   - This is achieved by examining if the percentages of responses on “very good and good” in the WHO SAH scale for vignette rating amongst the low and high educated are significantly different *(Table 3a: comparing 3 and 4).*
   - If both low and high educated rate the vignette on a WHO SAH scale similarly, complemented with our curation of selection of only healthy respondents for this analysis (rate own self assessed health in Q1 on WHO SAH scale as 4 or 5, also rate own self assessed health in LISS Core survey 2014 as 4 or 5, and healthy behaviour or non-smokers and exercising), any potential wording framing effects will have to be captured by the vignette rating using US SAH scale
3. Establish if low and high educated rate the vignette on a US-SAH scale similarly
   - This is achieved by examining if the percentages of responses on “excellent and very good” in the US-SAH scale for vignette rating amongst the low and high educated are significantly different (Table 3a: comparing 1 and 2).
   - If both low and high educated rate the vignette on a US-SAH scale differently, then it implies framing effects exist for higher educated compared to the lower educated. This is so as it was shown in step 1 that the lower educated are not affected by wording framing effects and since both low and high educated rate vignette on WHO-SAH similarly as in step 2, then any differences in vignette rating using a US-SAH scale can be attributed to wording framing effects in the high educated.

4. Establish if wording framing effects affect high educated. Establish if high educated rate the vignette on a US-SAH scale vs. rating vignette on a WHO-SAH scale differently
   - This is achieved by examining if the proportion of high educated who rate “excellent/very good” in recoded US SAH scale for vignettes is significantly different from the proportion of high educated who rate “excellent/very good” in recoded WHO SAH scale for vignettes for high educated (Table 3b: comparing 2’ and 4’).
   - If high educated is found to significantly rate vignette using US-SAH scale differently from if rating vignette using WHO-SAH scale, together with above steps 1 to 3, this provides evidence in support of the existence of wording framing effects in the higher educated compared to the low educated.

Whilst it may seem only necessary to conduct analysis on evidence of wording framing effects by comparing either low educated rating of vignette on US-SAH versus WHO-SAH scale and similarly for the high educated (as in table 3b), or, by comparing low versus high educated vignette rating on a WHO-SAH scale and similarly on the US-SAH scale (as in table 3a), there is value to administering both sets of analysis. Primarily, these are interconnected as illustrated in above section on overall process of analysis. If priority has to be given, analysis of table 3b will be more pertinent: comparing low educated rating of vignette on US-SAH versus WHO-SAH scale is akin to a necessary condition for this hypothesis analysis to work; comparing high educated rating of vignette on US-SAH versus WHO-SAH scale is comparable to a sufficient condition. However, both sets of analysis in table 3a versus table 3b play different roles. The value of understanding low versus high educated vignette rating on a WHO-SAH scale and similarly on the US-SAH scale (as in table 3a) is its role in illuminating what drives the framing effects in higher educated and further evidence of framing effects in higher educated, overall providing more support for the hypothesis and a stronger story.
Testing Hypothesis 1: There is wording and labelling framing effect in SAH amongst the high educated compared to the lower educated

As above, the below analysis in table 3a and 3b will be carried out. As all tests are between independent samples, and the sample may not be normally distributed, we will use non parametric test of Mann Whitney test at 5% level of significance will be carried out to assess if the two randomly assigned SAH scale samples come from the same population. It will test to see if the median is different between the two SAH scales.

Table 3a: Analysis of H1:

- Establish if both the low and high educated rate the vignette on a WHO-SAHI scale similarly
- Establish if both the low and high educated rate the vignette on a US-SAHI scale similarly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low educated</th>
<th>High educated</th>
<th>Step 3: Compare 1 and 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US SAH scale</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>If null of low educated and high educated rate US SAH scale similarly is rejected – supports evidence of framing effects in high educated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO SAH scale</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Step 2: Compare 3 and 4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>If null that low educated and high educated rate WHO SAH scale similarly is not rejected - provide support of potential framing effects if US SAH scale is used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>If both low and high educated rate the vignette on a WHO SAH scale similarly, complemented with our curation of selection of only healthy respondents for this analysis (rate own self assessed health in Q1 on WHO SAH scale as 4 or 5, also rate own self assessed health in LISS Core survey 2014 as 4 or 5, and healthy behaviour or non-smokers and exercising), any potential wording framing effects will have to be captured by the vignette rating using US SAH scale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** 1 is percentage of responses on “excellent and very good” in the vignette rating using US SAH scale amongst the low educated
** 2 is percentage of responses on “excellent and very good” in the vignette rating using US SAH scale amongst the high educated
** 3 is percentage of responses on “very good and good” in the vignette rating using WHO SAH scale amongst the low educated
** 4 is percentage of responses on “very good and good” in the vignette rating using WHO SAH scale amongst the high educated
Table 3b: Analysis of H1:

- Establish if wording framing effects do not affect low educated. Establish if low educated rate the vignette on a US-SA H scale vs. rating vignette on a WHO-SA H scale differently.
- Establish if wording framing effects affect high educated. Establish if high educated rate the vignette on a US-SA H scale vs. rating vignette on a WHO-SA H scale differently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low educated</th>
<th>High educated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US SAH scale</td>
<td>1’</td>
<td>2’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO SAH scale</td>
<td>3’</td>
<td>4’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 1: Compare 1’ and 3’**

If null that low educated rate US SAH and WHO SAH similarly is not rejected – supports evidence that wording and labelling framing effects does not affect low educated

**Step 4: Compare 2’ and 4’**

If null that high educated rate US SAH and WHO SAH scale similarly is rejected – supports evidence of high educated being exposed to wording and labelling effect in the US SAH scale

**Following Bowling and Windsor (2008) we will compare the responses of both US and WHO scale by combining and recoding them. The recoded scales are “excellent/very good”, “good”, “fair”, “poor/bad/very bad”**

**1’ refers to proportion of low educated who code “excellent/very good” in combined recoded US SAH scale for vignettes for low educated**

**3’ refers to proportion of low educated who code “excellent/very good” in combined recoded WHO SAH scale for vignettes for low educated**

**2’ refers to proportion of high educated who code “excellent/very good” in combined recoded WHO SAH scale for vignettes for high educated**

**4’ refers to proportion of high educated who code “excellent/very good” in combined recoded WHO SAH scale for vignettes for high educated**

Whilst Hypothesis 1 is about finding evidence of framing effects amongst high educated compared to the lower educated, Hypothesis 2 is about examining given the framing effect in Hypothesis 1, how does it affect rating of health. Hypothesis 2 is about wording framing effect influencing the higher educated to under-rate health compared to the lower educated, reflecting pessimism of the higher educated.

The overall process of analysis of Hypothesis 2 will involve the below steps:

- This is achieved by comparing the difference in proportion of lower versus higher educated people in optimal health (“excellent/good”) combined WHO SAH and US SAH health rating of vignettes (table 4). The rationale for this combination is as follows:
  i. The above examination of framing effects in Hypothesis 1 is based on the premise of controlling and using one of the scales WHO-SA H scale as the benchmark to illustrate potential evidence of framing effects via the US-SA H scale
  ii. As such, we do not know in reality if the framing effects is in the US-SA H or WHO-SA H scale
  iii. Therefore, it does not matter which scales are used as long as we have established that such a wording framing effect does exist.
  iv. Consequently, to examine if there is an under-rating of health due to the framing effects, this analysis propose to combine the responses of vignette
rating of both the US-SAH and WHO-SAH scale for each of the low and high educated respectively.

- If the proportion of low educated who rate vignette on both US and WHO scale as excellent/very good is larger than the proportion of high educated who rate US and WHO scale as excellent/very good, this provides support that higher educated under rate health compared to lower educated, reflecting pessimism
- Similarly, comparisons are also made on difference in proportion of lower versus higher educated people in sub optimal health ("poor/very/bad") combined WHO SAH and US SAH health rating of vignettes (table 4)
- If the proportion of low educated who rate US and WHO scale as fair/poor/bad/very bad is smaller than proportion of high educated who rate US and WHO scale as fair/poor/bad/very bad, this provides support that higher educated under rate health compared to lower educated, reflecting pessimism

**Testing Hypothesis 2: Wording framing effect may influence the high educated to under-rate health compared to low educated, reflecting pessimism of the higher educated**

The below analysis in table 4 will be carried out. Following Bowling and Windsor (2008) we will compare the responses of both US and WHO scale by recoding them. The recoded scales are “excellent/very good”, “good”, “fair”, “poor/bad/very bad”. As all test are between independent samples, and the sample may not be normally distributed, we will use non parametric test Mann Whitney test at 5% level of significance will be carried out to assess if the two randomly assigned SAH scale samples come from the same population. It will test to see if the median is different between the two SAH scales.

**Table 4: Analysis of H2: The difference in proportion of lower versus higher educated people in optimal health and poor health rating**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low educated</th>
<th>High educated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US SAH scale</td>
<td>WHO SAH scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US SAH scale</td>
<td>WHO SAH scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Excellent/Very good</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | Compare (1+2) with (3+4)  
If reject the null that proportion of low educated who rate US and WHO scale as excellent/very good is same or smaller than the proportion of high educated who rate US and WHO scale as excellent/very good – provides support that higher educated under rate health |
| **Good** | | | |
| 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | Compare (5+6+9+10) with (7+8+11+12)  
If reject the null that the proportion of low educated who rate US and WHO scale as fair/poor/bad/very bad is same or bigger than proportion of high educated who rate US and WHO scale as fair/poor/bad/very bad – provides support that higher educated under rate health |
| **Poor/bad/very bad** | | | |
| 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 |

**1 refers to proportion of low educated who code "excellent/very good" in combined recoded US SAH scale for vignettes for low educated  
2 refers to proportion of low educated who code "excellent/very good" in combined recoded WHO SAH scale for vignettes for low educated  
3 refers to proportion of high educated who code "excellent/very good" in combined recoded US SAH scale for vignettes for high educated  
4 refers to proportion of high educated who code "excellent/very good" in combined recoded WHO SAH scale for vignettes for high educated**
5.4: Limitations of the thought experiment

This proposed experiment has two advantages of providing strict control and limitations to minimize confounders and attempting to isolate wording framing effects for examination. Due to the strict restrictions set, this experiment has strength of internal validity of findings.

However, there are many caveats and potential weaknesses to this bricolage approach of achieving randomization with experiments together with restrictions set for sample used for analysis. External validity is a key challenge for the following reasons: This is primarily an experimental set up which may not be representative of real world data; Use of LISS panel data only includes Dutch respondents; Control for healthy stock of respondents together with use of a healthy vignette may be seen to be too restrictive even if it facilitates isolation of wording framing effects. Furthermore, analysis of the hypotheses hinges on first finding no framing effects amongst the low educated, and second for both low and high educated to rate vignette on WHO- SAH similarly. Ensuring sample size through power test may also not be relevant in this instance as the sample from LISS panel is set. Additionally, the sample restrictions we set for analysis of hypotheses further deems to this to be even less achievable. Finally, the test of hypothesis for higher educated under rating is based on combining scales of wording labels. Similar test should be further conducted by combining scales based on numeric concordance.
Section 6: Discussions

SAH is about the context of the individual, the question framing and survey. Section four on sources of bias to SAH highlights the need to be aware of the potential challenges and caveats of taking this measurement literally for policy making and comparisons of health achievement between countries and across time. Understanding of the context and the unseen influences of SAH facilitates more informed decision making.

Of all the potential sources of biases found in this literature review, social desirability bias probably has the least influence on SAH ratings. Social desirability bias is typically more relevant and associated with sensitive issues. One may be inclined to think there may not be sufficient sensitive issues in a SAH rating to warrant social desirability bias being a big issue in SAH ratings compared to other sources of behavioral bias like over confidence, optimism, self-concept and framing effects. As such, discussions on implications of sources of biases in SAH will be contained within subjectivity of health information, over confidence and optimism, self-concept of health, framing effects and satisficing.

6.1 Implications of subjectivity of health information as source of bias in SAH

The subjectivity of SAH measure includes: health expectations, understanding and rationalization of own perceived health states, to personal definition and thresholds of good health. Such subjective inference about one’s health may lead to bias in SAH rating.

Systematic bias through reporting heterogeneity in SAH has been found for different SES groups by education and income level (Bago d’Uva et al, 2008; Etile and Milcent; 2006) and by age and gender (Van Doorslaer and Gerdtham, 2003). Bago d’Uva et al. (2008) showed that taking SAH at face value might underestimate SES inequality resulting in some statistically insignificant differences in health inequality. In their study, there appears to be no SES health inequality prior to correction for some health domains and countries. However, subsequent vignettes correction using EQSD inspired six domains of mobility, cognition, pain, sleep, breathing, and emotional health based on World Health Survey and SHARE health domains reveals significant health inequality where older Europeans tend to under rate health, perhaps due to high health expectations and knowledge (Bago d’Uva et al., 2008). These findings highlight the importance of correcting for subjectivity in SAH measurements to ensure unbiased SES inequality assessment. Beyond individual country assessment of health distribution equities, such heterogeneity also needs to be addressed for better cross country comparisons of SAH by international organizations like WHO (Jylhä et al., 1998; Salomon et al., 2004).

To address the above challenge, below discusses possibilities with regards to the role of vignettes and its possible extensions beyond correcting for reporting heterogeneity via comparing sub group respondents rating of a similar vignette is compared with their own SAH ratings.

1. Development of additional vignette sets to elicit definitions and thresholds of good health: One aspect of subjectivity in SAH is due to different definitions and expectations of what constitutes good health. Whilst this is currently addressed via vignette correction of current EQSD six dimensions of mobility, cognition, pain, self-care, usual activities, and affect, it may not be sufficiently robust to capture the nuances of what constitute good health. Perhaps, there is further opportunity to consider
development of additional vignette description sets specific to correcting for heterogeneity stemming from differential expectations, definitions and threshold of good health which may not be sufficiently represented or captured by the current vignette descriptions. Sturgis et al. (2001) discusses the range of “good health” meaning: being without illness, no restrictions in activities, physical and mental health, “normal health” of having a slight cold and flu. The additional vignettes are not categorized into specific health domains, but encompass an overall health experience to elicit people’s definition of good health, for example: “Paul has no visible signs of illness”; “Ingritta experiences no restrictions in daily activities”; “Lilian has slight cold and flu”, “Jodi has sound and peaceful sleep nightly”. Respondents are then asked to rate on a scale of 1 to 5 for each of these vignettes on the extent they think Paul, Ingritta, Lilian and Jodi have good health. Having specific set of vignette developed with the perspective of eliciting definition or personal threshold of good health serves three key purposes. First, it provides a descriptive context to understand why the respondents may be picking the choices they do in the EQ5D inspired vignettes used by WHO – MCS, World Health Survey and SHARE. Second, this allows for a two stage correction process, to decompose the heterogeneity that arises from subjective definition of good health versus heterogeneity that stems from other subjective aspects of SAH rating. The relevance of this decomposition is the opportunity to isolate differences in rating due to one’s perspective or reference point with regards to definition of health, which may not be related to issues of health equity. After first correcting for vignette domain rating using these additional good health definition vignettes, it is more plausible to attribute remaining heterogeneity as evidence of inequalities in health. Third, instead of the above two stage correction, these additional health definition vignettes may also be used as correction weights for responses to domain driven vignettes. The purpose is to account for these different references points and definitions used for good health by different individuals to weigh the responses given to domain vignettes, potentially resulting in more accurate representation of heterogeneity, untainted by original reference point of good health definition.

2. **Development of a validated universal measurement correction weights (using vignettes):** Just as EQ5D provides a general validated valuation of QOL values set, perhaps, similar initiatives can be undertaken for development of a validated universal measurement correction weights for different SES levels, and cultural nuances using vignette correction method. This correction values can then be conveniently applied to policies for more accurate measurement of SES inequalities, healthcare effectiveness evaluation and comparable cross country comparisons. This universal vignette correction weights will also benefit developing countries which may not have financial resources to collect such data. Further research can also be engaged to explore transferability criteria of such weights across countries and SES segments.

3. **The case for non-correction of heterogeneity:** Whilst correction of heterogeneity in SAH arising from biases are important when serving the purpose of SES inequality assessment and inputs for health policy effectiveness, SAH is also assessed in studies to see if it contains information about health which may subsequently predict mortality risk (Idler and Kasl, 1991; Idler, 1993; Wilcox et al., 1996). The non-objective health aspects that SAH captures may have specific predictive value, and SAH is to reflect a kind of “life spirit” and a person’s sense of existence (Stenback, 1964; Idler, 1993). Thus, depending on the objective of the study, not all SAH reporting heterogeneity may need needs to be eradicated. If one wants to tap into the predictive value of SAH, there may be value in preserving the subjectivity. The power of SAH is its containment of both objective and subjective health information. More qualitative research can be conducted to understand what drives this subjectivity in SAH, and its role in
complementing SAH’s key strength of also being an objective carrier of health information, instead of simply correcting for its heterogeneity. Moreover, these qualitative findings can be ploughed back as inputs to enrich the current EQ5D inspired vignette descriptions - to better reflect the mindset of the respondents, when corrections are needed. Furthermore, it may be interesting to explore the tradeoff between a corrected SAH for more accurate portrayal of its true value and its predictive ability of mortality and morbidity risk i.e. establish the difference in prediccative power of mortality/morbidity of a corrected versus non corrected SAH measure.

6.2 Implications of over confidence, optimism and use of self-concept as sources of bias in SAH

Over-confidence and optimism creates a potential dual problem for respondents over time. On one hand, being over confident reduces perceived need for prevention of health issues (Weinstein, 1983). On the other hand, one may postulate a similar situation to QALY calculations where the patient over rates quality of life of current health state due to adaptation, leading to under-funding of treatment due to low elicited health benefits (van Gils et al., 2011). Here, policy makers using inflated over-confident SAH values may wrongly conclude no need to fund particular health initiatives to this over confident group. The dynamics of the two elements of respondents not engaging in preventive measures, and policy makers not funding certain health preventive aspects creates myopia leading to short run savings, but potential longer run cost, should actual illness emerge subsequently.

Much of research on evidence of over confidence and optimism on SAH has been studies done with elderly patients, survivors (Idler, 1993; Van Doorn, 1999; Maddox and Douglass, 1973) and studies on optimism in younger healthy respondents is mainly constructed through examining social peer comparisons (Kaplan and Baron-Epel, 2003). To some extent these findings on optimism in SAH ratings from survivorship and adaptation to illness may be subjected to selection bias.

The use of self-concept health in SAH rating is real and currently embedded within the subjectivity of SAH rating. However, research have yet to develop a deep understanding of the impact of use of such self-concept of health on the validity, objectivity and accuracy of SAH rating. The limited inquiry of self-concept of health in SAH lies mainly in the area of what constitutes SAH ratings, the health conceptualization models of use of medical, social, psychological, economic, spiritual conditions for health ratings (Lee, 2014; Larson, 1999; Kaplan and Baron-Epel, 2003; Smith et al., 1994) and testing for existence of use of a self-concept in SAH (Bailis et al., 2003; Kaplan and Baron-Epel, 2003; Smith et al., 1994).

Below highlights some opportunities for further research in this area of over-confidence, optimism and use of self-concept in SAH ratings:

1. **Identification of over confidence in SAH**: More research should be conducted amongst a wider target to understand the impact of over confidence and optimism on SAH, especially amongst those with no current ill health. Dunning et al., (2004) offered four heuristics of 1. Symmetry rule of no ill health is
indeed good health, 2. Prevalence rule where only rare symptoms are seen to be ill health, 3. Stress illness rule where discomfort are attributed to stress instead of actual ill health and 4. Stereotyping where certain illness are assumed to be associated with particular sets of people, as explanations for overconfidence and optimism in healthy people. However, there has been no empirical test of these heuristics. Perhaps, these heuristics could serve as starting points to construct experiments to examine causal effects of over confidence and optimism on SAH ratings. The four heuristics can be used to simulate over −confidence and optimism scenarios and randomly assign similarly healthy respondents into “normal” versus simulated “over-confidence” scenarios to see casual effect on SAH ratings.

2. Feedback mechanisms to reduce over confidence and optimism: Furthermore, provision of some form of feedback to encourage self-awareness within the SAH answering process may help introduce a sense of realism to reign in any excessive over-confidence and optimism.

3. Stability of SAH ratings and removal of sources of biases in SAH rating due to over-confidence, optimism and use of self-concept of health, through use of panel data and fixed effects estimator: Seemingly unrelated to over-confidence and optimism, there exist an element of affect in SAH ratings. Kaplan and Baron-Epel (2003) found 62.8% - 76.2% of respondents attributing SAH rating to their general feeling of health. This raises potential examination of internal validity of the SAH ratings as a respondents feelings about own health may change over time influenced by moods, external context, survey context etcetera. Thereby, it is plausible that a different SAH rating may be elicited from the same individual over two different days, leading to questioning of validity of SAH rating for policy evaluation, or health assessment. Further studies may be conducted to explore the short term stability of a SAH measurement and if there are any theories which may explain consistency of a SAH rating. Whilst SAH may not be stable, it may be interesting to explore the use of panel data and fixed effects estimators to examine this issue. If a person’s self-concept of health, personality of over-confidence and optimism is inherent and unchanging, these sources of biases may be purged through removal of time invariant individual heterogeneity using fixed effects estimators, leading to more consistent SAH rating across time periods. Any other variations in SAH that causes non consistency of SAH should then be due to actual objective health state changes. Moreover, if there exist further external context like moods and feelings which are truly random, then the SAH rating obtained will still be unbiased.

4. Further research on determinants of self-concept of health: Future exploration can include more empirical and/or experimental evidence of the determinants of self-concept of health.

5. Examination of the relevance and feasibility of vignette correction for use of self-concept of health in SAH: The relationship between use of self-concept of health in SAH with over-confidence and optimism can also be examined and this will have relevance on assessing the use of vignette correction approach to get rid of use of self-concept of health in SAH ratings. However, there are possibilities that self-concept of health may be subjected to potential violations of both the assumptions of “vignette equivalence: where the description is perceived by all to correspond to the same state” (Bago d’Uva et al., 2011) and “vignette consistency: where the individual uses the same response scales to rate the vignettes and their own situations” (Bago d’Uva et al., 2011) – raising question on the relevance of the vignette approach in correcting the use of self-concept of health. Due to the defensive nature of use of
self-concept of health and endowment effect, an individual may engage self-concept of health in rating own SAH but may not find it necessary to use it in rating the vignettes which does not pertain to self – thereby potential violation vignette consistency assumption. Possibly vignette equivalence assumption may also be violated, depending on the difference in the degree of detachment from self and apathy between individuals in rating these vignettes (i.e. if all individuals are equally detached or attached to self-concept of health then the vignette description may still be perceived by all to correspond to the same state). If the assumptions do not hold for use of self-concept of health in SAH ratings, then other forms of corrections will be needed.

6.3 Implications of framing as a source of bias in SAH

Studies by Lumsdaine and Exterkate (2013), Bowling and Windsor (2008), Baron-Epel and Kaplan (2001), Greene et al., (2014) have shown evidence of wording and labelling framing effects on SAH ratings where response may change their ratings when exposed to a differently or fully labelled scale as opposed to a partially labelled scale. Response order and the resulting primacy and recency effects brought about by different modes of interview may also make SAH ratings incomparable across countries if the survey was executed in different way of phone versus paper face to face interviews. Question order effects exist in SAH ratings where SAH questions placed at the end of a questionnaire (Bowling and Windsor, 2008) or when SAH is asked twice in an interview were found to be more positively skewed, after isolating for mode of administration effects (Crossley and Kennedy, 2002). Overall, framing effects needs to be accounted when using SAH for policy making and assessment. For instance if different countries adopt: different versions of SAH questions such as WHO versus US versions; different modes of interviews to elicit SAH; different placement of the SAH in the questionnaire, respondents will be exposed to different framing effects and SES inequality may be wrongly concluded. Other than these studies of framing, research on framing effects in SAH health is still nascent. Below highlights some opportunity for further research:

1. **Call for more varied research studies on framing effects**: 1. Studies to assess differences in framing effects on different SES groups; 2. Studies on primacy effect where items listed first are more likely to be selected in visual format like face to face paper interview, versus recency effect where last items get better recalled in oral format like telephone interviews (Krosnick and Alwin; 1987; Janssen et al., 2008; Baumeister et al., 1998; Schwarz, 1999) and assessed response order effects on SAH as this literature review has not found studies examining response order effects on SAH. It may be that response order framing effect is less relevant from SAH as it is just a linear scale of 1 to 5, and this can be verified in future work.

2. **Vignette approach for detection and correction of framing effects**: Vignettes approach may also be used to detect and correct for framing effects on SAH ratings between different groups of respondents. The thought experiment in the above section highlights the use of the vignette approach to test for wording and labelling framing effects in reporting heterogeneity of under rating of health amongst high educated.
6.4 Implications of satisficing as a source of bias in SAH

Satisficing is probably one of the hardest source of biases to assess, find evidence and to correct. However, it is something that is very real, easily activated and justified by the respondent and relates to the lack of cognitive ability and/or willingness to put in thorough thought in responding to the SAH question. Much of this stems from the fact that there is neither a reward nor penalty for a truthful or thoughtful answer. Various response can be cultivated to discourage satisficing such as: clear wordings and fully labelled scales (Schechter, 1997; Conti and Pudney, 2012; Schwarz, 1999), provide explanations of what constitutes SAH rating (Tougangeau, 1999), open ended questions to record feelings about own health before answering SAH can be used to promote self-awareness and reduce satisficing (Fienberg et al., 1985; Hermann, 1995). Some preliminary thoughts on addressing satisficing are highlighted below.

1. **Self-identification**: Correcting for satisficed response could involve removal of self-reported inaccurate response. Hermann (1997) suggested giving options to respondents to state if their SAH rating was a “wild guess” or “educated guess”, and “wild guess” responses can just be removed from data.

2. **Controlling for related bias instead**: It is also possible to explore if there exist specific associations and relationship between specific bias and a specific outcome for satisficing (e.g. use of optimism being more associated with strong satisficing of status quo versus framing effects more associated with weak satisficing of selecting first acceptable response). Satisficing may then be indirectly corrected for by focusing on correcting for the related bias instead.

3. **Creation of penalty or reward structure/nudges**: Other considerations involves creation of penalty or reward within the survey or experiment structure to reel in satisficing behavior.

6.5 Research limitations and Conclusions on Literature Review

The pathways and sources of biases in SAH found in this literature review are constrained by current limitations of specific sources of bias research in the SAH ratings arena. Whilst inferences have also been drawn from other disciplines such as survey methodologies and judgement and decision making studies, these may not been directly explored in SAH rating studies.

For future research in sources of bias for SAH, the definition of bias used will need to be considered. Although this literature review is anchored on sources of biases to SAH to account for the complexity of the experience of SAH ratings and its interconnectedness with other elements to include discussions on effects/ heuristics/motivations/moods and conditions, violations which may / may not lead to actual biases, it is still important to discuss the definition of bias as defined in this paper in section 3.5.

In this thesis, a bias is about the use of irrelevant information and/or emotions and motivations and/or influence by moods driving wrong judgment/outcome (Kahneman, 2003) and contributing to different norms and expectations of health between individuals (Carr et al., 2001; Sen, 2002, Salomon et al., 2004;
Dunning et al., 2004), leading to a deviation from a normatively correct answer (Keren, 1990). A clear distinction has also been made between using a heuristic versus an actual bias.

The discussion on sources of biases presented in this paper are based on the respondent’s application of a heuristic due to lack of cognitive power. Some critics argue that the use of judgment heuristics may not lead to bias as it has been explored in a static condition, versus in a dynamic environment where it could be viewed as functional and part of a continuous process (Keren, 1990; Hogarth, 1981). Moreover, not all framing effects are about biases. Some could just be due to different stakeholders of respondent and researcher holding different perspectives to the problem space (Keren, 1990). Whilst there may be different theories on what may lead to a bias, for something to be defined as a bias, it needs to be compared to a “unique correct solution”, and currently there lacks a universal criterion for which the biases can be benchmarked against.

Overall, this literature review serves to highlight three key points. Firstly, SAH is all about the context of the individual (who they are inherently, what influences one’s health experience and expectations), and the context of the question (framing of the question) and survey (the mode of interview and survey experience). Just as subjectivity of SAH is all about the importance of context, framing effects highlight the same red flag. It is important for policy makers and researchers to keep this in mind when measuring and assessing impact of SAH in SES inequalities and healthcare policy evaluations and country comparisons.

Secondly, more research should be conducted in the areas of assessing presence of these biases (availability of objective health information, subjective health information, use of self-concept in health, over-confidence and optimism, framing effects, social desirability, and satisficing), its impact on SAH evaluation and correction using other econometric methods. More exploration can also be done to further exploit the power of the vignette correction method for other biases, and perhaps an even a broader vision of working towards development of a universal correction weights for different SES and cultural inequalities.

Lastly, it is important to realise that SAH as a measurement tool was not developed from theories, but as a tool that is easy and cheap to gather information on health (Lee, 2014). Although very simple, SAH is a very powerful tool and its theoretical value on its ability to predict mortality and morbidity was discovered through empirical descriptive studies (Lee, 2014). There is however still limited theoretical understanding of SAH and most of this is through application the cognitive aspect of survey methodology on process of answering SAH (Lee, 2014). Having a deeper understanding of the sources of biases in SAH and theories around these biases may serve to expand the scope for theorising SAH. Other areas of theoretical support include collaboration between behavioral theorist, health economist, and survey designers to assess possibility of applying Prospect Theory to the framing effects of a SAH measurement. Possible avenues of exploration include: First establishing how reference points are formed in self-assessed health evaluation in the SAH scale and what causes it to shift. Perhaps, the way the scales are labelled may influence reference point formation of self assessed health evaluation especially in the presence/absence of a mid-point or neutral option (e.g. fair); Second, deeper studies into understanding what drives a health experience to be considered as gains versus loss and how these are influenced by initial health expectations. This will cumulate into derivation of a risk seeking (convex) versus risk averse (concave) utility function for health as well as risk attitudes in the probability
weighting reflecting optimism/pessimism in SAH ratings; Third, this can also be further applied to study rating of SAH in chronic versus varying health states; Fourth, how incorporating Prospect Theory in SAH measurements can account for sources of biases and identification of which ones are addressed.

To this end, this thesis hopes to inspire and nurture a starting ground to further exploration of detection and correction of SAH biases and strengthen theoretical development of this very simple, yet special and important SAH measurement tool.
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